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Statement
IN

HE MATTER OF

BEATRICE FOODS CO.
MODIFIED ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE

CLAYTON ACT
Docket 6653.

Complaint , Octobe1'16 , 1965

Order modifying a divestUl' e

Decision, June

, 1967

order dated Dec. 10 , 1965 , 68 F,

C. 1003

which required a major food processing corporation to divest certain
acquired companies by further requiring the corporation , pursuant to a
final decree of May 23, 1967, 8 S. &D. 495 , by the Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit , to sell certain plants to a single pm' chaser to be ap-

proved in advance by the Commission.

STATEMENT OF THE COMMISSION

A maj ority of the Commission has agreed to present to the
Ninth Circuit for its consideration a proposed consent settlement
of the Commission
Co.

Dkt.

s Section 7 proceeding against

BeaJ1"ice Foods

No. 6653.

Complaint in this matter was filed October 16 , 1956. Five of
the 175 acquisitions 1 charged in the complaint as illegal were
found by the hearing examiner to be in violation of Section 7.
His decision , rendered on March 2 , 1964 , was sustained by the
Commission in an opinion issued on April 26 , 1965 (67 F. C. 473
697J. The final order entered by the Commission on December 10
1965 (68 F. C. 1003J, required divestiture within 18 months of
four of the five acquisitions found to have been megal and pro-

hibited Beatrice from making any fmther acquisitions of dairy
companies without Commission approval for a period of 10 years.
This order and the Commission s decision , finding Jiability, is
now on appeal to the Ninth Circuit. The printing of the-record is
not yet complete , final briefs have not been exchanged , and oral
argument has not yet been scheduled.
The consent order now agreed to by the parties resulted from

renewed negotiations instituted in February 1967 at the request
of respondent' s counsel and participated in by the Commission
and its staff and Beatrice.
Under the consent offer now proposed Beatrice agrees to divest

itself of plants and related faciJities located in Pasadena , CaJifornia; Cedar City, Utah; Las Vegas , )I evada; EI Paso , Texas;
'Of these acquisitions 77 were cha11enged under Section 7 und the femaining 98 under Sec-

tion 5, either because the companies were not corporations or wefe not in commerce
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Roswell and Albuquerque , New Mexico; and all operations in
Arizona. These operations span a distribution area stretching

across the Southwest United States and encompass

West Texas

New Mexico, Arizona , southern California , southern Nevada and

southern Utah. The settement also ca1ls

for the divestiture of the

acquired company in l\JorgantoYl,rn , West Virginia , and prohibits
Beatrice from acquiring any other dairy company without Commission approval for a 10- year period. ' The properties subject to

divestiture under this settement , with the exception of the Mol'gantown operation , are contiguous and capable of being sold as a
single property to a single company. The divestiture contemplated
by the settement accounts for approximately 24 percent of the
total premerger sales challenged in the complaint and is thus
roughly comparable to the consent settements agreed to with

Foremost , Borden and National Dairy which divestitures involved
and
32'i respectively of premerger sales of acquired

36%, 25Ji.

firms. '

If the ilegal acquisitions which

Beatrice has already dis-

posed of are taken into account , Beatrice wi1 have eventually

divested itself of 32% of the premerger sales acquired.
In considering any settement proposal the Commission must
seek to weigh the relative gains for the public interest between

the certainty of immediate divestiture of named plants which the
settlement achieves and the always uncertain contingency of court
victory, the time which will elapse before final court decision and
the possible effect which such delay will have on the continued

viability- and

indeed on the continued existence- of the proper-

ties which can reasonabJy be expected to be subject to an eventual
court- ordered divestiture.
In the view of a majority of the Commission the proposed consent settlen1ent achieves in large measure the original objective
of the complaint which was to prevent the disappearance from

2 Under this consent order Beatrice agreed to sel! off its plant in Morg-flntuwn.

\Vcst VirNorth CaroljnR, Beatrice is Rbo divestin9: the
Valley Gold operations in New ).exil'o and the Las Vegas , Ke,
GlendRle, Arizona
facilities which were not under the Decem1Jer order. in place of its Idaho division and the
remainder of the Vtah division which were under the December order.
J Each of the cases was setted 011 l'OI1Sent.
Borden
(Dkt. 66,'j2) 165 F.
Valienal
C. 2%J and

ginia instead of the aC(juin,d vlant in Durham ,

ada and

(Dkt. 6651j on April 15. 1964 and .January

30 . 1963 (62 F. C. 120), respectively. prior
rDkt. 64!J'jJ On r,.I;nch 5. ID65 ((;7 F. C. 282J, Rfter fu:l hea,'
ings and Rn opinion by the Commission findin!; violation.

DaiTlj

to any hearings. and

Foremo.

In this connection we cannot ignore the fact that since comphlint issued in this case.

Beatdce has already sold off or closed the following facilities which were found to be acquired
unlawfully: Hawaii Brewing; Rawley Fro,. en Foods; H:1kl'!"sfield, CaliforniA: Pasadena . California (retail); VA!leymaid Ice C,' e1tm; Eckles Ice Cream Co. ; and Dahl- Cro- Ma. These seven

plants accounted for Sll.4 million or 20% of the premerger sales of the companies dfec(cd hy
the December order. \Vc know f!' om experience with the dairy industry that the dynamics of

this industry and the constant changes in dairy ownership underscore the importance of

achieving divestiture 'IS quickly as possible.
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the dairy industry of viable regional dairy companies. The effect
of the proposed settlement , if divestiture of the southwest plants

can be effected to a single purchaser , win be the establishment of
a substantial , viable regional dairy company with sales of $36

million and profits of $1 137 000 in what is reported by our staff
to be one of the fastest growing areas in the continental United

States. It can be anticipated that the establishment of such a

medium-size regional competitor and the elimination of Beatrice

from the southwestem area win re- establish

the forces of po-

tential competition in this region , since Beatrice remains in northern Utah and in northern California.
In the view of a majority of the Commission the relief secured
through this consent settement is effective and indeed is in some

respects more effective than the divestiture which might be ordered by a court because of the immediacy with which it can be
implemented.
DISSENTING STATEMENT

BY ELMAN C01nrniss'ione?':
There have been three recent Commission decisions designed to
provide basic guidelines of law and policy in the field of conC01' lJ. , Docket ,"0. 7000
Consolidated Foods
glomerate mergers:
(62 F.

Pmcter

C. 929J, dealing with reciprocity;

Cl01'x Docket No. 6901 (63 F.
extension mergers; and

Beal1'

Gamble-

C. 1465J, dealing with productice Foods Co. Docket ;-o. 6653

dealing with market- extension mergers. The first two went to the
Supreme Court and resulted in affrmance of the Commission

decisions. The third is now terminated, while still pending for
review in the Ninth Circuit , by acceptance of a consent order.
Today s action is taken by a vote of 2- , with two members

not participating. One of the two members of the Commission
constituting the present majority did not participate in any way
in the adjudicative proceectings before the COll1mission. In the

case (Docket C- 1169 , February
G(Lnbie- Folger
Proctor
1967) (p. 135 hereinJ, where the Commission accepted a consent

recent

order simultaneously with the issuance of the complaint , that

commissioner stated as follows (Pl'. )16- 147 hereinJ :
I do not believe that the Commission ,

having tiled a complaint in which it

had reason to believe that a challenged acquisition violated the law , should

settle that complaint by consent unless the consent order adequately and fully
removes the anticompetitive impad which the acquisition is believed to have
engendered and provides the relief which the Commission could reasonably
anticipate a court would direct. *
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The law respecting the anti competitive impact of conglomerate mergers has
not yet been established. There is a great need to test and develop the case
law in these areas. By its wilingness to enter into consent orders and agreements , a majority of the Commission has prevented the development of case

law dealing with such mergers that is so essential both to the law enforcement agency and to the businessman seeking to conform his conduct to the
confines of the law.

Today s settement does not come in advance of trial , before
the alleg-ations of the complaint have been tested, but after the
case has already been fully tried and adjudicated by the Commission. This case- one of the most important ever brought in the
merger field- involved a series of acquisitions made by respondent

company in the Vnited States ,

over an
proceedings
lasting
almost
a
extended period of time. After
,
in
a
,
1965
,
determined
,
the
Commission
on
April
26
decade

the third largest dairy

unanimous opinion , that a number of these acquisitions were
ilega1. When it announced its opinion , the Commission did not
fol1o\v its usual procedure and issue a final order at the same time.

Instead , because of the magnitude and complexity of the problems
of relief , the Commission deferred entry of a final order pendingreceipt of the parties

' views on the form and content of an ap-

propriate order. On December

10 , 1965 , after full consideration

of the proposals submitted by complaint counse1 and respondent

the Commission issued a fmal order , accompanied by an opinion
examining in detail all of the factm' s bearing on the scope of the
order. That order is now set aside and replaced by a consent ol' der
having the approval of only two members of the Commission.
I shall not discuss the merits of the consent oreler , except to

note that it falls substantially short of the relief which the Commission , after the most extensive and careful consideration , on
the basis of the finding-s of fact in the record , determined to be
necessary in order to redress the violations fou nd. There is no
reason to anticipate that the Comn1ission s decision and order
would not be sustained on review. It is most regrettable that the

opportunity for such l'evievv' has now been foreclosed by the action
of a bobtailed Commission. Businessmen and the bar , as wen as
the antitrust enforcement agencies ,

would have benefited from a
Supren1e Court decision in this test case , settling the rules of law
applicable to market- extension mergers.
IV ODIFIED ORDER
Beatrice Foods Co. , having med in the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit on February 9 , 1966, a petition to
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review and set aside the order of divestiture issued
December 10 ,

1965 (68 F.

Beatrice Foods Co. ,

herein on

C. 1003J; and the Commission and

having subsequently agreed upon a plan of

divestiture and upon the provisions of a final order modifying
Commission on December 10, 1965; and
the Court , on May 23 , 1967 (8 S. &D. 495J, having issued its final
the order entered by the

decree affrming and enforcing said order as submitted by the
Commission and Beatrice Foods Co.

Now, therefore , it is hereby ordered
10 , 1965 , be ,

That the order of Decem-

fled in accordance with the

ber
final decree of the Court to read as foJJows:
It is ordered

and it hereby is, modi

That:

Beatrice Foods Co. (" Beatrice ), within a period not exceeding
eighteen (18) months from the effective date of this order, unless
extended , shaJJ divest itself absolute1y and in good faith to a purchaser approved in advance by the Commission , of aJJ plants which
are owned in whole or in part by Beatrice or operated by

Beatrice at Pasadena , California (two plants) ; Cedar City, Utah;
El Paso , Texas; RosweJJ , Kew Mexico; Albuquerque , Kew Mexico;
aJJlocations in the State of Arizona; and Morgantown , West Virginia , and which are engaged in the manufacturing, processing or
distribution of pasteurized and homogenized milks, buttermilks
skim milks, cream , half & half , sour cream , cottage cheese , ice
cream , ice milk , mellorine- type products , sherbet, or water ices
together with all assets, properties and businesses which are or

may be used or conducted by Beatrice at or in conjunction with
said plants , or added to said plants or utilized in replacement of
said plants by Beatrice ,

as may be necessary to restore the properties as competitive entities , aJJ as hereinafter provided
That this order does not require that the
Prwuicled, Iwwe

plant , assets , properties and businesses located at TvIorgantowIl
West Virginia , be sold to the purchaser of the other plants , assets
properties and businesses described above.

Pr01;icled fw. ther , hailw);e)" That if , at the expiration of one
year from the effective date of this order , Beatrice establishes
that despite its good faith efforts it has been unable to dispose of
the plants , assets , properties and husinesses decribed above- other
than those located at Nlorgantown , West Virginia- to a single purchaser , Beatrice may dispose of said plants, assets , properties and
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businesses to two or more purchasers , approved in advance by the
Commission.

As used in this orner the term " assets , properties and businesses conducted by Beatrice at or in conjunction with saiel plants
shall inc1ude a1l dairy distribution stations and branches regardless
of where located , which are owned in whole or in part by Beatrice
or operated by Beatrice and supplied by any of said plants.
Such divestitures shall be effected subject to the fo1lowing:

1. Upon the completion of such divestitures to the purpurchasers (herein cal1ed the " transferee
Beatrice , its offcers , directors , agents , representatives , O!" em-

chaser or

ployees shall not exercise any control or supervision over

the policies , control , managen1ent , operation or acts of transP?'01:ided
feree , or any successor in interest to tnlllSfel'ee:
That where necessary for the successful operation of the
business of the transferee ,

Beatrice may license for a limited

period of time the use of any of its trademarks or trade

names in the territory of the transferee subject to the prior
approval by the Commission of each

license and the terms

thereof.

2. By these divestitures no interest sha1l be sold or transferred , directly or indirectly, to anyone who is at the time
of the divestiture an offcer , director , employee 01' agent of , or
directly or indirectly under the control or direction of Beatrice
or any of Beatrice

s divisions , subsidiaries or affliated corpo-

rations , or who owns 01' contr01s, directly or indirectly, more
than one (1) percent of the outstanding shal' es of common
stock of Beatrice without the prior approval of the

Com-

mission.

Beatrice shal1 cease and desist , for a period of ten (10) years
from the effective date of this order from acquiring, directly or
indirectly, any interest in any firm , corporate 01' non-corporate

engaged principal1y or as one of its major commorJity Jines at the
time of such acquisition in any State of the United States or in

the District of Columbia in the business of manufacturing, processing or distributing at ' wholesale

or on retail milk routes any

of the products described in Paragraph I of this order , without
the prior approval of the Commission.
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Beatrice shall submit to the Commission every ninety (90) days
a report in writing setting forth its efforts and progress in carrying out the divestiture requirements of this order until all assets
and
Beatrice shall submit to the Commission on the first day of each
calendar year a report in writing setting forth its compJiance
have been divested with the appmval of the Commission;

with the ceasc and desist provisions of this order.
Beatrice shall notify the Commission of the names and addresses
of all persons , firms or corporations who shall express to Beatrice
any interest in purchasing the plants , assets , properties or businesses to be divested under the terms of this order , within thirty
(:30) days after having been informed of such interest.
lacCommissioner Elman not concurring, and Commissioners
Intyre and Reilly not participating.

IN THE MATTER OF

QUILTED TEXTILES CORPORATION , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT OHDEH , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION , THE WOOL PRODUCTS LABELING , AND
THE TEXTILE FIBER PRODGCTS IDENTIFICATION ACTS

Docket C- 1218.

Complaint ,

June

Consent order requiring a Rossville ,

8,

Ga. ,

196'

t'- Decision

, June

, 1967

manufacturer of wool and textile

produds , including quilted fabrics and batting, to cease misbranding
and falsely guaranteeing its wool and textile fiber products , and failing
to keep required records.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the Wool Pmducts LabeJing Act of 1939 and the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act, and by virtue of the authority
vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having
rcason to believe that Quilted Textiles Corporation , Inc. , a corporation , and Glenn H. Plumlee , individually and as an offcer of said
corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated
the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations pro-

mulgated under the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the
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Textile Fiber Products Identification Act , and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest ,

hereby issues its complaint stating its

charges in that respect as fol1ows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Quilted

Textiles Corporation , Inc. , is
business under and by

a corporation organized , existing and doing
virtue of the laws of the State of Georgia.

Respondent Glenn H. Plumlee is an offcer of said corporate

respondent. He controls the acts and practices of said corporate
respondent.

Respondents are engaged in the manufacture and sale of wool
and textile fiber products , including quilted fabrics and batting,
with their offce and principal place of business located at McFarland Avenue , Rossville , Georgia.
PAR. 2. Respondents , now and for some time last past , have
manufactured for introduction into commerce , introduced into

commerce , sold , transported , distributed , delivered for shipment
shipped , and offered for sale , in commerce , as " commerce " is de-

fined in the Wool Products LabeJing

Act of 1939 ,

wool products

as " \vool product" is defined therein.
PAR. 8. Certain of said wool products were misbranded by the

mcaning of Section 4 (a) (1)
of the Wool Products LabeJing Act of 1939 and Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , in that they were falsely and deceptively stamped , tagged , labcled , 01' otherwise identified with
respondents within the intent and

respect to the character and amount

of the constituent fibers

contained therein.
Among such misbranded wool products , but not Jimited thereto
were quilted fabrics stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified by respondents as 70';+ Reprocessed Wool , 30% Man- Made
Fibcrs, whereas in truth and in fact , said products contained

substantially different fibers and amounts of fi\rrs other than
represented.
PAR. 4. Certain of said wool products were further misbranded
by respondents in that they were not stamped, labeled, tagged, or
otherwise identified as required under the provisions of Section

4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products LabeJing Act of 1939 and in the

manner and form as prescribed

by the Rules and Regulations

promulgated under said Act.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not Jimited thereto,
was a wool product with a label on or affxed thereto which failed
to disc10se the percentage of the total fiber weight of the said wool
r' of the total
product , exclusive of ornamentation not exceeding

QUILTED TEXTILES CORP. , INC. , ET AL.
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fiber weight , of (1) wool; (2) reprocessed wool; (3) reused wool;
(4) each fiber other than wool , when said percentage by weight of
such fiber was 5% or more; and (5) the aggregate of all other
fibers.
PAR. 5. Respondents have furnished false guaranties that their
wool products were not misbranded in violation of Section 9 (b)

of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.

PAR. 6. The acts and practices of the respondents as set forth
and are , in violation of the Wool Products Labeling

above were ,

Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regulations promulgated

under ,

and constituted ,

and now constitute ,

there-

unfair methods of

competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices, in commerce within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 7. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the introduction , deJivery for introduction , manusale , advertising, and offering for sale iii
commerce , and in the transportation OJ' causing to be transported

facture for introduction ,

in commerce , and the importation into the United States , of textile
fiber products; and have sold , offered for sale ,

advertised ,

deliv-

ered , transported and caused to be transported , textile fiber products , which had been advertised or offered for sale in commerce;

and have sold , offered for sale, advertised , delivered , transported

and caused to be transported , after shipment in commerce , textile
fiber products , either in their original state or contained in other
textile fiber products; as the terms " commerce " and 'I textile fiber
product" are defined in the Textile Fiber Products Identification
Act.
PAR. 8. Certain of said textie fiber products were rUlshranded

by respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a) of
the Textile Fiber Pl"ducts Identification Act and the Rules and

Regulations promulgated thereunder in that they were falsely and
deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled , invoiced , aclvertised ln" otherwise identified as to the name OJ' amount of the constituent fibers
contained therein.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products, but not limited
thereto , were quilted fabrics that were labeled as 50 % Acetate
50 ck'
Other Fiber , whereas , in truth and in fact , such products
contained substantially different fibers and amounts of fibers
other than as represented.
PAR. 9. Certain of the

textile fiber products were misbranded by

respondents in that they were not stamped , tagged , labeled , or

otherwise identified to show each element of information required
to be disclosed by Section 4 (b) of the Textile Fiber Products
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Identification Act , and in thc manner and form prescribed by the
Rules and Regulations promulgated under said Act.

Among such misbranded textile fiber products , but not
thereto , were quilted fabrics with labels which failed:

Jimited

(1) To disclose the true percentage of the fibers present by

weight; and
(2) To disclose the true generic names of the fibers present.
PAR. 10. Respondents have failed to maintain proper records
showing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufactured by them , in violation of Section 6 of the Textile Fiber
Products Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regulations promulgated thereunder.
PAR. 11. Respondents have furnished false guaranties that their
textiJe fiber products were not misbranded in violation of Section
10 of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.
PAR. 12. The acts and practices of respondents, as set forth

Paragraphs Eight , i\ine , Ten and Eleven above were , and are , in
violation of the Textie Fiber Products Identification Act and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder , and constituted

and now constitute , unfair methods of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce under the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION A D ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investiga-

tion of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
caption hereof ,

and the respondents having been furnished thereBureau of
Commission
for its
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the
,
would
,
if
issued
by
the
Commission
consideration and which
Commischarge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade
sion Act , the Wool Products LabeJing Act of 193 and the Textile
after with a copy of a draft of complaint which the

Fiber Products Identification Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission ,

having reason to beJieve that the respondents

have violated the said Acts , and having determined that complaint

QUILTED TEXTILES CORP. , INC. , ET AL.
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should issue stating its charges in that respect, hereby issues its
complaint , accepts said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings ,

and enters the folJowing order:
1. Respondent Quilted Textiles Corporation ,

Inc.

, is a corpora-

tion organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Georgia , with its offce and principal

place of business located at McFarland Avenue , Rossvi1e , Georgia.

Respondent Glenn H. Plumlee is an oflcer of said corporation
and his address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the suband the

ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,

proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Quilted Textiles Corporation
Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , and Glenn I-I. Plumlee , indi-

vidualJy and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device , in connection with the introduction , or

manufacture for introduction , into commerce , or the offering for
sale , sale , transportation , distribution , delivery for shipment or
shipment , in commerce , of wool products , as " commerce " and
wool product" are defined in the Wool Products Labeling Act
of 1939 , do forthwith cease and desist from misbranding such

products by:

1. Falsely and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling, or
otherwise identifying such products as to the character or
amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.
2. Failing to securely affx to , OJ' place on , each such product
a stamp, tag, label , or other means of identification showing
in a clear and conspicuous manner each element of information required to be disclosed by Section 4 (a) (2) of the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939,
It is furthe?' o?'

dend That Quilted Textiles Corporation ,

Inc.

and its offcers , and Glenn H. Plumlee , individualJy and as an of-

ficer of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents
and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device

do forthwith cease and desist from furnishing a false guaranty
that any wool product is not misbranded , under the Wool Products

Labeling Act of 1939, and the Rules and Regulations promulgated
thereunder , when there is reason to believe that any wool product
so guaranteed may be introduced , sold , transported or distributed

in commerce.
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I t is furthe,' ordered That respondents Quilted Textiles Corporation , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers, and Glenn H. Plumlee
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device , in connection with the introduction
delivery for introduction ,

manufacture for introduction , sale , adin commerce , or the transportation
or causing to be transported in commerce , or the importation into
vertising, or offering for sale ,

the United States , of any
with the sale , offering for
tion ,

textie fiber product; or in connection
sale ,

advertising, delivery, transporta-

or causing to be transported , of any textile fiber product

which has been advertised or offered for sale in commerce; or in
connection with the sale , offering for sale , advertising, deJivery,
transportation , or causing to be transported , after shipment in
commerce , of any textile fiber product , whether in its original

state or contained in other textile fiber products ,

as the terms

commerce " and " textile fiber product" are defined in the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:

A. Misbranding textile fiber products by:
1. Falsely or deceptively stamping, tagging,

labeling,

invoicing, advertising, or otherwise identifying

such

products as to the name or amount of constituent fibers
contained therein.

2. FaiJing to affx a stamp, tag, label , or other means
of identification to each such product showing in a clear
legible and conspicuous manner each element of informa-

tion requircd to be disclosed

by Section 4 (b) of the

Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.
B. FaiJing to maintain and preserve proper records show-

ing the fiber content of the textile fiber products manufactured
by said respondents ,

as required by Section 6 of the Textile

Fiber Products Identification Act and Rule 39 of the Regulations promulgated thereunder.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents Quilted Textiles Corpora-

tion , Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers, and Glenn H. Plumlee
individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents
representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any
corporate or othcr device , do forthwith cease and desist from
furnishing a false guaranty that any textile fiber product is not
misbranded or falsely invoiced under the provisions of the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act.
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That the respondents herein shall , within

It is further ordered,

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

CORNET & MORGENSTER"' , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE CO:\ MISSION , THE WOOL PRODCCTS LABELING AND
THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C- 1214.

Complaint , June

1967

Vecision , June

, 1967

Consent order requiring a New York City manufacturer of fur and wool
products to cease misbranding and falsely invoicing its merchandise.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal

Trade Commission

Act , the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by

said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe
that Cornet & Morgenstern , Inc., a corporation , and William
:vorgenstern and William Cornet , individually and as of1cers of
said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have

violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Wool
Products Laheling Act of 1939 ,

and it appearing to the Commission

that a proceeding hy it in respect thereof would be in thc public

interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Cornet & Morgenstern ,
corporation organized ,

Inc. , is a

existing and doing business under and by

virtue of the laws of the State of New York.
Respondents William

:Ylorgenstern and William Cornet are of-

ficers of the corporate respondent. They formulate ,
control the acts ,

direct and

practices and policies of the corporate respondent

including those hereinafter set forth.

Respondents are manufacturers of fur products and wool products with their offce and principal place of busincss located at 240

West 37th Street , New York , "'ew York.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have

" "
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been , engaged in the introduction into commerce , and in the manuadver-

facture for introduction into commerce , and in the sale ,

tising, and offering for sale in commerce , and in the transportation
and distribution in commerce , of fur products; and have manufactured for sale , sold , advertised , offered for sale , transported and

distributed fur products which have been made in whole or in
part of furs which have been shipped and received in commerce
as the terms " commerce
fur " and " fur product" are defined in
the Fur Products Labeling Act.
PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were

misbranded in that

they were falsely and deceptively labeled or otherwise falsely or
deceptively identil1ed with respect to the name or the country of

origin of furs contained in such fur products , in violation of Section 4 (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
Among such misbranded fur products , but not limited thereto
were fur products labeled to show the country of origin of furs
used in such fur products as Australia when the country of origin
of such furs was , in fact , Sweden.
PAR. 4. Certain of said fur products wcre misbranded in that
they were falsely and deceptively labeled or otherwise falsely or
deceptively identified with respect to the name or designation of

the animal or animals that produced the fur from which the said
fur products had been manufactured , in violation of Section 4 (1)
of the Fur Products Labeling Act.

Among such misbranded fur products , but not limited thereto,
were fur products which were labeled as " Opossum " when fur
contained in such fur products was, in fact j' Blue Fox,
PAIL 5. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in that
they were falsely and deceptively labeled to show that fur contained therein was natural , when in fact such fur was pointed
bleached , dyed , tip- dyed , or otherwise artificially colored , in violation of Section 4 (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
PAR. 6. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in that
they were not labeled as required under the provisions of Section

4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act and in the manner and
form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.
Among such misbranded fur products , but not limited thereto
were fur pmducts with labels which failed:
1. To shmy the true animal name of the fur u:;ed in any such
fur product.

2. To disc10se that the fur contained in the fur products

was
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bleached ,
the fact.
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dyed ,

or otherwise artificially colored, when such was

3. To show the country of origin of the imported furs contained
in the fur products.
PAR.
7.
Certain of said fur products were misbranded in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in that they were not labeled
in accordance with the Rules and Regulations promulgated there-

under in the following respects:
(a) The. term " natural" was not

used on labels to describe

products which were not pointed , bleached , dyed ,

tip-

fur

dyed, or

otherwise artificially colored , in violation of Rule 19 (g) of said
Rules and Regulations.
(b) Sample fur products used to promote or effect sales of fur
products were not labeled to show the information required under
the said Act and Regulations , in violation of Rule 33 of said Rules

and Regulations.
PAR. 8. Certain of said fur products were falsely and deceptively

invoiced by the respondents in that they were not invoiced as
required by Section 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act

and the Rules and Regulations promulgated under such Act.

Among such falsely and deceptively invoiced fur products , but
not limited thereto , were fur products covered by invoices which

failed to show the true animal name of the fur used in any such
fur product.
PAR. 9. Certain of sHid fur products

were falsely and deceptively

invoiced in that said ftu' products \vere invoiced to show that the
fur contained therein was natural , ,vhen in fact such fur \vas

pointed , bleached , dyed , tip- dyed or otherwise artificially colored
in violation of Section 5 (b) (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
PAR. 10. Certain of said fur products were falsely and decep-

tively invoiced in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in
that they were not invoiced in accordance with the Rules and

Regulations promulgated thereunder inasmuch as required item
numbers were not set forth on invoices , in violation of Rule 40
of said Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 11. Respondents furnished false guaranties under Section

10 (b) of the Fur Products Labeling Act with respect to certain
of their fur products by falsely rep1' esenting in writing that respondents had a eontinuing guaranty on file with the Federal
Trade Commission "when respondents in furnishing such guaranties had reason to believe that the fm products so falsely guarantied would be introduced , sold ,

transported and distributed

commerce , in violation of Rule 48 (e) of said Rules and Regulations
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Act.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as
herein alleged

, are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act

and the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive

acts and practices in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 13. Subsequent to the effective date of the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939 , respondents have manufactured for introduction into commerce , introduced into commerce , sold, transported , distributed , delivered for shipment , shipped and offered
for sale in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in said Act, wool
products as " wool product" is defined therein.
PAR. 14. Certain of said wool products were misbranded by the

respondents within the intent and meaning of Section 4 (a)

(1)

of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and

Regulations promulgated thereundcr in that they were falsely and
deceptively stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified with
respect to the character and amount of the constituent fibers contained therein.

Among such misbranded wool products , but not limited thereto
were wool products labeled or tagged by respondents as 100 %
wool when in truth and in fact said products contained sub-

stantial1y less than 100% woo1.
PAR. 15. Certain of said wool products 'vere misbranded by re-

spondents in that they were not stamped , tagged , labeled , or otherwise identified as required under the provisions of section 4 (a) (2)

of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and in the manner and

form as prescribed

by the Rules and Regulations promulgated

under said Act.
PAR. 16. Certain of said wool products were misl;randed in viola-

tion of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 in that they were
not labeled in accordance with the Rules and Reg' ulations

gated thereunder in the following

promul-

respects:

1. The respective common generic names of fibers present in
wool products were not used in naming such fibers in required
information on stamps , tags, labels , or other means of identification affxed to such wool products , in violation of Rule 8 of the
aforesaid Rules and Regulations.

2. Information required under Section 4 (a) (2) of the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1989 and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated thereunder was set forth on the stamp, tag, label , or
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other means of identification on or affxed to wool products , in
abbreviated form , in violation of Rule 9 of the aforesaid Rules
and Regulations.

3. The name of a specialty fiber , in lieu of the word " wool" in
describing such specialty fiber , was set forth on one label affxed to

a wool product and not set forth in the required

fiber content

disclosure on the required label affyed to such wool product , in
violation of Rule 18 of the aforesaid Rules and Regulations.

4. Samples , swatches or specimens of wool products used to

promote or effect sales of \vool products in commerce were not
labeled or marked to show the information required under the
said Act and Regulations , in violation of Rule 22 of said Rules and
Regulations.
PAR. 17. The acts and practices of the respondents as set forth

in Paragraphs Fourteen , Fifteen and Sixteen above were , and are

in violation of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the
Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder ,

and now constitute ,

and constituted

unfair and deceptive acts and practices and

unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and
meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Comn1ission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the rcspondents

named in the

caption hereof ,

and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commi ,3ion for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , \vauld
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , the Fur Products Labeling Act "nel the Wool Products
Labeling Act of 1939; anel

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-

after executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set
forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the

signing of said agTeement is for settlement purposes only and does

not constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has
been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions as required by the Con1mission s rules; and
The Commission, having reason to be1ieve that the respondents
have violated said Acts , and having determined that complaint

should issue stating its charges in that respect, hereby issues its

" "
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complaint, accepts said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings ,

and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Cornet & Morgenstern , Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the

Jaws of the State of New York , with its offce and principal place
of business located at 240 West 37th Street , in the city of New
York , State of New York.
Respondents Wiliam Morgenstern and Wi1iam Cornet are officers of said corporation and their address is the same as that of
said corporation.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the . espondents , and the
proceeding is in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered

and its offcers ,

That Cornet & Morgenstern , Inc. , a corporation
and William Ylorgenstern and William Cornet

individual1y and as offcers of said corporation ,

representatives ,

agents and employees ,

and respondents

directly or through any

corporate or other device , in connection with the introduction , or
manufacture for introduction , into commerce , or the sale , advertising or offering for sale in commerce , or the transportation or

distribution in commerce , of any fur product; or in connection
,vith the manufacture for sale , sale , advertising, offering for sale
transportation or distribution of any fur product which is made
in whole or in part of fur which has been shipped and received in
fur " and " fur product" are
commerce , as the terms " commerce
defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from:

A. Misbranding any fm' product by:
1. Falsely OJ' deceptively labeling or ..therwise falsely

or deceptively identifying any such fur product as to the
country of origin of furs contained in such fur pJ"duct.

2. Falsely or deceptively labeling or otherwise falsely
or deceptively identifying any such fur product as to the
name or designation of the animal 01' animals that pro-

duced the fm contained in such fur product.
3. Representing, directly 01' by implication , on a label
that the fm contained

in such fur product is natural

when such fur is pointed , bleached ,
otherwlse artificially colored.

dyed , tip- dyed , or

4. Failing to affx a label to such fm product showinK
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in words and in figures plainly legible all of the information required to be disclosed by each of the subsections of

Section 4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
5. Failing to set forth the term " natural" as part of
the information required to be disclosed on a label under
the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Rules and Regula-

tions promulgated thereunder to describe such fur product which is not pointed , bleached , dyed , tip- dyed , or

otherwise artificially colored.
6. Failing to affx a label to such fur product ,

when

used as a sample to promote or effect sales of fur products , shO\ving in words and figures plainly legible all of
the information required to be disclosed by each of the
subsections of Section 4 (2) of the Fur

Products Labeling

thereunder.
B. Falsely or deceptively invoicing any fur product by:
1. Failing to furnish an invoice , as the term " invoice
is defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act , showing in
Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated

words and figures plainly legible all the information required to be disclosed by each of the subsections of Sec-

tion 5 (b) (1) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
2. Representing, directly or by implication ,

on an in-

voice that the fur contained in such fur product

natural when such fur is pointed , bleached , dyed , tipdyed , or otherwise artificially colored.
8. FaiJing to set forth on an invoice the item number
or mark assigned to such fur product.
It is further O1'

dered

That Cornet & Morgenstern , Inc. , a corpo-

ration , and its offcers , and William Morgenstern and William
Cornet , individually and as offcers of said corporation, and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , do forthwith cease and

desist from furnishing a false guaranty that any fur product is
not misbranded , falsely invoiced , or falsely and deceptively ad-

vertised when respondents have reason to beJieve that such fur
product may be introduced , sold , transported , or distributed in
commerce.
It is further ordered That respondents Cornet & :Y10rgenstcrn

Inc. , a corporation , and its offcers , and William Morgenstern and

Wiliam Cornet , individually and as offcers of said corporation
and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly
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or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the
introduction , or manufacture for introduction , into commerce , or
the offering for sale , sale , transportation , distribution , delivery for
shipment or shipment , in commerce , of \vool products , as " commerce " and H wool product" are defined in the VV 001 Products
Labeling Act of 1939 , do forthwith cease and desist from:

Misbranding wool products by:
1. Falsely and deceptively stamping, tagging, labeling,

or otherwise identifiying such products as to the char-

acter or amount of the constituent

fibers contained

therein.
2. Failing to securely affx to , or place on , each such
product a stamp, tag, label , or other means of identifica-

tion showing in a clear and conspicuous manner each
element of information required to be disclosed by Sec-

tion 4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
3. Failing to set forth the respective common generic
names of fibers present in wool products in naming such

fibers in required information on stamps ,

tags , labels

or other means of identification affxed to such wool products.
4. Setting forth information required under Section

4 (a) (2) of the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939 and
the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in
abbreviated form.

5. Using the name of a specialty fiber in lieu of the
word " \vool" in describing such specialty fiber in nonrequired information or on a secondary label attached to
the wool product without the name of the specialty fiber
appearing in the required information on the required
label affxed to such wool product.

6. Failing to affx labels to samples , s vatches , or specimens of wool products , used to promote or effect the sale
of wool products , showing" in 'Nards and figures plainly
legible all the information required to be disclosed by
each of the subsections of Section 4 (a) (2) of the Wool
Products Labeling Act of 1939 and the Rules and Regula-

tions promulgated thereunder.
It

is

tUTther oTdend

That the respondents herein shan ,

within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.

" "
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ADRIAN THAL , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE FUR PRODUCTS LABELING ACTS

Docket C- 1215.
Consent order requiring a New

Complaint ,

June

1967- Decision , June

York City

, 1967

furrier to cease misbranding and

deceptively advertising its fur products.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act and the Fur Products Labeling Act ,

and by virtue of the

authority vested in it by said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission

having reason to beJieve. that Adrian Thai , Inc. , a corporation
and Adrian Thai and Thelma Thai , individually and as offcers of
said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have

violated the provisions of said Acts and the Rules and Regulations
promulgated under the Fur Products LabeJing Act, and it appearing to the

Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

would be in the pubJic interest , hereby issues its complaint stating
its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Adrian Thai ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the Jaws of the State of New York.

Respondents Adrian Thai and Thelma Thal are offcers of said
and control the poJicies , acts

corporation. They formulate , direct
and practices of said corporation.

Respondents are retailers of fur producis with their offce and
principal place of business located at 345 Seventh Avenue , city
of New York , State of New York.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last1Jast have

been , engaged in the introduciion into commerce , and in the sale

advertising, and offering for sale in commerce , and in the transportation and distribution in commerce , of fur products; and have
sold , advertised , offered for sale , transported and distributed fur
products which have been made in whole or in part of furs which
have been shipped and received in commerce as the terms " commerce
fur " and " fur product" are defined in the Fur Products
Labeling Act.
PAR. 3. Certain of said fur products were

misbranded in that

they were not labeled as required under the provisions of Section

4 (2) of the Fur Producis Labeling Act and in the manner and
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form prescribed by the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder.

Among such misbranded fur products , but not limited thereto
were fur products with labels which failed:

1. To show the true animal name of the fur used in any such
fur product.

2. To show the name ,

or other identification issued and regis-

tered by the Commission , of one or more of the persons who manu-

introduction into commerce
introduced it into commerce , sold it in comn1erce , advertised or
offered it for sale , in commerce , or transported or distributed it
factured any such fur product for

in commerce.

PAR. 4. Certain of said fur products were misbranded in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in that they were not

labeled in accordance with the Rules and Regulatio,"s promulgated
thereunder in the folJowing respects:
(a) Information required under Section 4

(2) of the Fur Prod-

ucts LabeJing Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated

thereunder was set forth on labels in abbreviated form ,

in viola-

tion of Rule 4 of said Rules and Regulations.
(b) The term " natural" was not used on labels to describe fur

products which were not pointed, bleached , dyec1 , tip- dyed , or
otherwise artificially colored , in violation of Rule 19 (g) of said
Rules and Regulations.

(c) Information required under Section 4 (2) of the Fur Prod-

ducts Labeling Act and the Rules and Regulations promulgated

thereunder was not set forth in the required sequence , in violation
of Rule 30 of the said Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 5. Certain of said fur products

were falsely and deceptively

advertised in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in that
certain advertisements intended to aiel , promote and assist , directly

or indirectly, in the sale and advertising for sale,of such fur products were not in a ccordance \vith the provisions of Section 5 of
the said Act.

Among and included in the aforesaid arlvcrtisen1ents , but not
limited thereto were advertisements of respondents which appeared in issues of the Miami Herald , a newspaper pubJished in
the city of Miami , State of Floriela and having a wiele circulation

in Florida and in other States of the l:nited States.
Among such false and deceptive advertisements , but not limited
thereto , were advertisements which failed to show that the fur
contained in the fur products was bleached , dyed or otherwise
artificialJy colored.

ADRIAN TEAL , IKC. , E'r
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PAR. 6. By means of the aforesaid advertisements and other ad-

vertisements of similar import and meaning not specifically referred to herein , respondents falsely and deceptively advertised
fur products , in violation of Section 5 (a) (5) of the Fur Products

Labeling Act and Rule 44 (a) of the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder by representing, directly or by implication
through statements appearing in newspapers such as " Formerly

$1250- :\ow $625" that the prices of such fur products were
reduced from the actual bona fide prices at which the respondents
offered the products to the public on a regular basis for a reason-

ably substantial period of time in the recent regular course of

business and the amount of such purported reductions constituted
savings to purchasers of respondents ' fur products.
in fact the alleged former prices were fictitious in

In truth and
that the said

fur products were not reduced in price as represented and savings

were not afforded

purchasers of respondents ' fur products as

represented.
PAR. 7. By means of the aforesaid advertisements and others

of similar import and meaning not specifically referred to herein
respondents falsely and deceptively advertised fur products in
violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act in that the said fur
products were not advertised in accordance with the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder inasmuch as the term " nat-

ural" was not used to describe fur products which ,vere not

pointed , bleached , dyed , tip- dyed , 01' otherwise artificially colored
in violation of Rule 19 (g) of the said Rules and Regulations.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid ads and practices of respondents , as herein
allcged , are in violation of the Fur Products Labeling Act and the
Hules and Regulations promulgated thereunder and constitute unfair methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and

practices in commerce under the Federal Trade Con1mission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of certain acts and practices of the l' espondents named in the
caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of
Textiles and Furs proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , wendel
charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act and. the Fur Products Labeling Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-
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mission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint ,

a statement that the signing

of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has been
violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having reason to believe that the respondents
have violated said Acts, and having determined that complaint

should issue stating its charges in that respect , hereby issues its
complaint , accepts said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Adrian ThaI , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of New York , with its offce and principal place of
business located at 345 Seventh Avenue , in the city of New York

State of New York.

Respondents Adrian Thal and Thelma Thai are offcers of said
corporation and their address is the same as that of said corporation.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the
subj ect matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and

the proceeding is in the pubJic interest.
ORDER
It

is

oTdeTed

That respondents Adrian Thai , Inc. , a cor-

poration , and its offcers , and Adrian Thai and Thelma Thai , indi-

vidually and as offcers of
representatives , agents and

said corporation , and respondents
employees , directly or through any
corporate or other device , in connection with the introduction
into commerce , or the sale , advertising or offering for sale in

commerce , or the transportation or distribution jn commerce , of
any fur product; 01' in connection wHh the sale , advertising, offer-

, transportation or distribution of any fur

ing for sale
product
which is made in whole or in part of fur which has been shipped

and received in commerce , as the terms " commerce/' " fur "

fur product" are defined in the Fur Products LabeJing

and
Act , do

forthwith cease and desist from:
A. :Vlisbranding any fur product by:

1. Failing to affx a label to such fur produet showing
in words and figures plainly legible all of the infor-

mation required to be disclosed by each of the subsections of Section 4 (2) of the Fur Products LabeJing Act.
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2. Setting forth information required under Section

4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeiing Act and the Rules and
Regulations promulgated thereunder in abbreviated form
on a label affxed to such fur product.
3. Faiiing to set forth the term " natural" as part of
the information required to be disclosed on a label under
the Fur Products Labeiing Act and the Rules and Reg-

ulations promulgated thereunder to describe such fur

product which is not pointed , bleached ,

dyed , tip- dyed

or otherwise artificially colored.
4. Failing to set forth information required under
Section 4 (2) of the Fur Products Labeiing Act and
the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder on

a label in the sequence required by Rule 30 of the
aforesaid Rules and Regulations.

product
representation , pubiic
announcement or notice which is intended to aid , pr01110te or
assist , directly or indirectly, in the sale or offering for sale
B. Falsely or deceptively advertising any fur

through the use of any advertisement ,

of any fur product ,

and which;

1. Fai1s to set forth in words and figures plainly legible
aU the information required to be disclosed by each of
the subsections of Section 5 (a) of the Fur Products Labeling Act.
2.
Uses the word " Formerly " or words of similar
import , to refer to any amount .which is in excess of the
price at which such merchandise has been sold or offered

for sale in good faith by the respondents in the recent
or otherwise misrepre-

regular course of iheh' business ,

sents the prices at which such merchandise has been sold
or offered for sale by respondents.
3. Misrepresents in any manner the savings available
to purchasers of respondents ' fur products.

4. Fails to set forth the term " natural"

as part of the

information required to be disclosed in advertisements
under the Fur Products Labeling Act and the Rules and

Regulations promulgated thereunder to

describe fur

products which are not pointed , bleached , dyed , tip- dyed

or otherwise artificially colored.
It is furthe)" ordered That the respondents herein shall , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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Order requiring a New York City manufacturing drug firm to cease misrepresenting fhe therapeutic effects of two of its hemorrhoid prepara
tions and other drug products.
COMPLAIN~'

Pursuant to the provisions of the Fecleral Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Fcderal Trade Commission having reason to believe that Grove
Laboratories , Incorporated , a corporation , hereinafter referred
to as respondent , has violated the provisions of said Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect
thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Grove Laboratories , Incorporated
is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under the
laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal offce and place
of business located at 8877 Ladue Road in the city of St. Louis
State of Missouri.

PAR. 2. Respondent Grove Laboratories , Incorporated is now

and for some time last past has been , engaged in the sale and
distribution of preparations offered for the treatment of

piles

classification of drugs
as the term " drug " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

or hemorrhoids and coming within the

Act.
The designations used by respondent Grove Laboratories ,

corporated ,

for said preparations ,

In-

the formulas thereof and di-

rections for use are as follows:
A.

Designation:

The P AZO Formula Ointment

Triolyte (Grove s brand of the combination of benzocaine and
ephedrine sulphate), camphorated phenol , zinc oxide , eucalyptus oil in an
F01'nula:

emollient base.
Di?'ectiuns,'

Apply Stainless Pazo well up in rectum night and morning

after each bowel movement. Repeat as often during the day as may be necessary to maintain comfort. Continue for ODe week after

symptoms subside to

help promote healing. When applicator is used , lubricate applicator first with
Pazo. Insert slowly, then simply press tube.

s ol.del" of June \J ,

IG70 , by Hllowing 8 manufacturing

drug firm

to state that its products would temporarily

1"Jieve pain Rnd itching and help

to reduce

ModiHed by Commission

swelling associated with hemorrhoids in mt'. ny

cases
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Designation:

The P AZO Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories

Triolyte (Grove s brand of the combination of benzocaine and
ephedrine sulphate), camphorated phenol , rcsorcinal monoacetate , zinc oxide
Formula:

and eucalyptus oil in an emollient base.
DiTection8:
Remove foil and insert ODe Pazo suppository morning, evening
and after each bowel movement * * '': repeat as often during the day as may
be necessary to maintain comfort. Continue for one week after symptoms

subside to help promote healing.

PAR. 3. Respondent Grove Laboratories , Incorporated causes
the said preparations , when sold , to be transported from its places
of business located at 8877 Ladue Road , St. Louis , Missouri , 225
Market Avenue ,

Hillside

, New Jersey, 95 Market Street ,

Oak-

land , California , and 3155 Leonis Boulevard , Vernon , Califol'nia

to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains , and
at a1l times mentioned herein has maintained , a course of trade in
said preparations in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act. The volume of business in such
commerce has been and is substantial.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , respondent
has disseminated , and caused the dissemination of , certain advertisements concerning the said preparations by the United States

mails and the various means in commerce , as " corrunerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , including, but not
limited to , advertisements inserted in n€\vspapers
, magazines and
other advertising media for the purpose of inducing and which
were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said

preparations; and has disseminated ,

and cnused the dissemination

, advertisements concerning said preparations by various means,

including but not limited to the aforesaid media for the purpose
of inducing and which \vere likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in commerce , aI? " com-

merce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Among and typical of the statements and representations contained in said advertisen1ents disseminated as hereinabove set forth are the following:

Recent research j' eveals

fast

ne"\'. way to shrink hemonhoid tissues , stop

pain and itching-all without surgery. It' s

a combination of seven modern

medications in one complete formula: The FazQ Formula.
NEW , RELIABLE RELIEF. The Pazo Formula is the only leading for-

mula with these seven active ingredients to shrink and soothe hemorrhoid
tissues. Research shows this new , superior combination brings symptomatic

relief even to iong- time pile sufferers.
CLINICALLY TESTED BY DOCTORS. The Pazo Formula actually

,"
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proves to do more than just shrink hemonhoids. It also relieves pain and
itching promptly, fights infection , promotes healing, and lubricates membranes.
A V AILABLE NOW in stainless ointment and suppositories. Ask for * * *
the P AZO Formula.
Why be hurt by hemorrhoids.
Research finds new fast way to shrink hemorrhoids without surgery.
PAIL 6. Through the use of said advertisements , and others
similar thereto not specifically set out herein ,

respondent has rep-

resented and is now representing, directly and by impJication that

the use of The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula
Hemorrhoid Suppositories , and each of them wil:
1. Shrink hemorrhoids;

2. A void the need for surgery as a treatment for hemorrhoids;
3. Eliminate an itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;
4. Relieve all pain attributed to

01' caused by hemorrhoids;

5. Heal or cure hemorrhoids.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact the use of neither The

mula Ointn1ent nor The Pazo Formula HCl110rrhoid

Pazo For-

Suppositories

singly or in combination with each other:
1. Shrink hemorrhoids;

2. A void the need for surgery as a treatment for hemorrhoids;
3. EJiminate an itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;

1. Relieve all pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
5. Heal or cure hemorrhoids;

6. Afford an)' reJief or have any therapeutic effect upon the
condition known as hemorrhoids or upon any of the symptoms
or manifestations thereof in excess of affording temporary reJief
of minor pain or minor itching associated with hemorrhoids.

Therefore , the advertisements referred to ill Paragraph Five
were and are n1isleading in material respects and constituted , and
now constitute false advertisements " as that term is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 8. The dissemination by the respondent of the false advertisements , as aforesaid , constituted , and now constitutes , unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
I"11'

. William E. McMahon , II for the Commission.
Well rmd Lee New York , N.

Mr. Gilbert H. Weil ,
for respondent.

attorneys
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INITIAL DECISION BY WALTER R. JOHNSON , HEARING EXAMINER
OCTOBER 13 , 1966

On August 28 , 1964 , the Federal Trade Commission issued a
complaint charging the respondent with the violation of Sections
5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act in its advertising

of The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemor-

rhoid Suppositories for the treatment of hemorrhoids. An answer
which in general denied the . material allegations of the complaint
was filed by the respondent.
the same date the complaint was issued herein ,

On

mission initiated simiJar
against four other firms ,
Incorpomted

(Docket

the Comproceedings , involving Jike products

to wit:

Home Products Co/pomtion
E.

C.

DeWitt

(Docket

Co. ,

Inc.

HumphTeys Medic.ine Company,
C. 1502J;
American
No.
8641) (70 F. C. 1524) ;

8640) (70 F.

No.

(Docket

!'o.

8642) (70 F.

C. 1647J;

8644) (70 F.
1671J. All of the mentioned cases were assigned to this hearing
examiner.
and

The Mentholat"m Compcmy

In

due course ,

(Docket

hearings were held

ucts COTjJornt'ion

case ,

in

No.

the

A Tnericnn H mne Prod-

during ,vhich period the four companion

cases were held in abeyance. Following the conclusion of extended
American Home P,. oducts on October 22 , 1965 , the

hearings in

hearing examiner issued his initial decision from which an appeal was taken by complaint counsel. Oral arguments were heard
thereon before the Commission on April 20 , 1966 , where the matter remains pending.
At a hearing held on July 18 ,
uJation elated July 11 , 1966 ,

1966 , there was submitted a stip-

entered into between counsel for the

parties hereto , which was approved by the hearing examiner

and made a part of the record herein. The stipulation reads:
As a means of providing for the ordel' ly and expeditious disposition of this
proceeding, and fOl' the purpose of providing a full record of facts upon ,,-'hich

the Hearing Examiner may base his Initial Decision , it is , soleJy for the purposes of this proceeding, hereby stipulated and agreed by and between the
parties to this proceeding as folhnvs:

1. The record of hearings ami exhibits in the Matter of American Home
Products Corporation ,

Docket

O. 8641 ,

specifically excepting the Initial De-

cision , and also specifically excepting any and all testimony or other evidence

denying the presence of a local anesthetic in the formulation , is incorporated
by reference into and made a part of the record in this proceeding, just as

1 During- the months of May and .June, 1966 , the respondents in Dockets 1\' 08. 8640 861, and
8644 have entered into stipulations which have bpen certified to thp Commission fOJ' its consideration , whereby €ach such re IJondent has €lected to be Dound by the record in the
American Home Products Corporation

case.

; "
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though said rccord in Docket No. 8641 , had been adduced herein , and no fmther
evidence or testimony shall be introduced into the record of this proceeding.

2. The effect of the use of respondent Grove Laboratories ' products , Pazo
Formula Ointment and Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories , is not significantly different from the effect of the use of American Home Products
Corporation s products ,
tories.

Preparation H Ointment and Preparation I- Supposi-

3. The Pazo formulae have been changed from the form listed in the complaint by eliminating the ingredients resorcinal monoacetate and camphorated
phenol.

It is further stipulated and agreed by and between the parties to this proceeding that each party specifically rcscrves the right to submit to the HeaJ.'ing
Examiner P1' oposed findings of fact and conclusions of law together with a

proposed form of order, And the parties hereto further reserve any rights of
appeal or other procedural steps set forth in the Federal Trade Commission

Rules of Practice for Adjudicative Proceedings.
At the hearing, copies of five advertisements

employed by the

respondent in the sale of the preparations involved in this proceeding were received in evidence (CX 1 , 2A- D).
Proposed findings were fied by respondent on September 13

1966 ,

and by complaint counsel on September 16 , 1966. Replies
were filed by both parties on September 30 , 1966. The proposed
findings of fact and conclusions not hereinafter specifically found

or concluded are herewith rejected. Upon consideration

of the

entire record , the hearing examiner makes the following findings
of fact and conclusions: '

Respondent , Grove Laboratories , Incorporated , was , until the
end of 1963 , a corporation organized , existing and doing business
under the laws of the State of Delaware , with its principal offce

and place of business located at 8877 Ladue Road , in the city of St.

Louis , State of Missouri; since 1963 it has been an unincorporated
division of Bl'istol- J1yers Company (a Delaware corporation with

its principal offce. and place of business at 630 Fifth A venue
city of New York , State of New York), with Its principal offce
(C.

and place of business continuing at its previous location

and

Respondent Grove Laboratories is now , and for some time last
engaged in the sale and distribution of preparations

past has been ,

offered for the treatment of

piles or hemorrhoids and coming

within the classification of drugs as the term " drug "
the Federal Trade Commission Act (C. and A.
The iollowing abbreviations have been
" for R spundent s Answei'
CX" for
Stip, "

for Stipulation dated July 11 ,

1966,

used herpin:

is defined in

for C()mmi88ion

C()mmi5 ion s Exhibit;

Complaint;

'1, " for Tran8cript: and
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The designations used by respondent for the preparations referred to above and the formulae therefor are as follows:
A. Designation: The Pazo Formula Ointment
Formula:

Triolyte (Grove s brand of the combination of benzocaine and

ephedrine sulphate), zinc oxide, eucalyptus oil in an emollient base.
B. Designation: The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories
Fonnula:

Triolyte (Grove s brand of the combination of benzocaine and

ephedrine sulphate), zinc oxide and eucalyptus oil in an emollent base.

(C., A. , and Stip.

Partial directions for the use of The Pazo Formula Ointment and
The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories are as fol1ows:
The Pazo Formula Ointment

Apply Stainles Pazo well up in rectum night and morning and after each bowel

movement. Repeat as often during the day as may be necessary to maintain
comfort. Continue for one week after symptoms subside to help promote healing. When applicator is used , lubricate applicator first with Fazo. Insert
slowly, then simply press tube.
The Pazo Furmula Hemon'hoid Suppositories

Remove foil and insert one Fazo suppository morning, evening and after each
bowel movement *' , * repeat as often as necessary to maintain comfort. Con-

tinue for one week after symptoms subside to help promote healing,
(C. and A.

Respondent Grove Laboratories causes the said preparations
The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid
Suppositories , when sold , to be transported from its places of business located at 8877 Ladue Road , St. Louis , Missouri , 225 Market
Avenue , Hillside , New Jersey, 95 :\Iarket Street , Oakland , California , and 3155 Leonis Boulevard , Vernon , California , to pur-

chasers thereof located in various other States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia. Respondent maintains , and at all
times mentioned in the record of this proeeec1ing has maintained
a course of trade in said preparations in commerce , a
comis defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. The

merce "

volume of business in such commerce has been and is substantial

(C. and A.

In the course and conduct of its business , respondent has dissen1inated ,

and caused the dissemination of , certain advertise-

ments concerning The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo
Formula Hemonhoid Suppositories by the Ijnited States mails
and the various means in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act , including, but not 1imited to

advertisments inserted in newspapers, magazines and other advertising media for the purpose of inducing and which were likely

'" ..
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to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations;
and has disseminated , and caused the dissemination of , advertisements concerning said preparations by various means , including,
but not limited to , the aforesaid media for the purpose of inducing and which were 1ikely to induce , directly or indirectly, the
purchase of said preparations in commerce , as " commerce " is de-

fined in the Federal Trade Commission Act (C. and A.
Typical advertisements disseminated as hereinabove mentioned

contained one headline per advertisement from among the following:
(n)

RESEARCH FINDS NEW FAST WAY TO SHRINK HEMORRHOIDS WITHOUT SURGERY

(b)
(c)

(d)

WHY BE HURT BY HEMORRHOIDS
7 MODERN MEDICATIONS FOR HEMORRHOID RELIEF
Now all in
formula
RELIEVE HEMORRHOID SWELLING AND PAIN , ENJOY
LIFE AGAIN WITH PAZO FORMULA

followed by body copy reading:
Recent research reveals fast new way to shrink hemorrhoid tissues , stop
without surgel' y. It' s a combination of
seven
modern

pain and itching-all
medications

NEW ,

in one

complete formula: The Pazo Formula.

RELIABLE RELIEF. The Pazo Formula is the only

leading

formula

with these seven active ingredients to shrink and soothe hemorrhoid tissues.
Research shows this new ,

superior combination brings symptomatic relief

even to long- iime pile sufferers.

CLIXICALL Y TESTED BY DOCTORS. The Pazo Formula actually proves
than just shl'ink hemonhoids, It also re!ieves pain and itching
11W1'
promptly, fights infection , promotes healing, and lubricates membranes.
and
suppositories , the easy to
A V AILABLE NOW in stainless ointment
use form with an exact amount of medication for prompt n lief. Ask for
The P AZO Formula.
(CX I , 2A- D: T, 21- 22.
to do

Through the use of said advertisements , the respondent has

represented , directly and by implication . that the use of The Pazo
Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Sup-

positories , and each of them , will:
1. Shrink hemorrhoids;

2. Avoid the need for surgery as a treatment for hemorrhoids;
3. Eliminate itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;

4. Relieve pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
5. Promote the healing of hemorrhoids.

The findings of fact and conclusions of the hearing examiner
In the Matter of AmeTican Home Products

in his initial decision
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Corpomtion Docket No. 8641 (70 F. C. 1524J, insofar as they
are pertinent to this pl"ceeding, are adopted and incorporated
into and made a part hereof (Stip.
The effect of the use of respondent' s products ,

The Pazo For-

mula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories,
is not significantly difIerent from the effect of the use of American Home Products Corporation s products , Preparation H Oint-

ment and Preparation II Suppositories (Stip.
It is the opinion and finding of the hearing examiner that the
evidence estab1ishes that The Pazo Formula Ointment and The
Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories have a significant therapeutic effect in the treatment of hemorrhoids , and that , when used
as directed , they wil , in most cases , but not in all instances:
J. Shrink hemorrhoids;

2. Eliminate itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;
3. Re1ieve pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
4. Promote the healing of hemorrhoids;
but they wi1l not:
(1) A void the need for surgery as a treatment for

hemorrhoids

'\vhcre surgery is indicated.
ORDER

That respondent Grove Laboratories ,

It is orde1'ed,

rated ,

and its

Incorpo-

offcers , representatives , agents and employees, di-

rectly or through any corporate or other device , in connection

with the offering Jor sale , sale

l'

distribution of The Pazo For-

mula Ointn1ent or The Pazo Forn1ula Hemorrhoid Suppositories, 01'
any other preparation of substantially similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties , do forthwith cease and

desist from directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating, or causing the dissemination of any ad
vertisement by means of the United States mails by any
n1eans in commerce , as " C0111merCe " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act . which represents directly or by implication that the use of The Pazo Formula Ointment 01' The
Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories , will:
(1) Shrink hemorrhoids in all cases;

(2) Avoirj the need for surgery as a treatment for
hemorrhoids \\'here surgery is indicated;
(3) Eliminate itching due to or ascribed to hemor-

rhoids in all eases;

(1) Relieve pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids in all eases;

" "
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(5) Promote the healing of hemorrhoids in a1l cases.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by any

means for the purpose of inducing or whkh is likely

to in-

duce , directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce ,

as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
of said preparation or preparations , any advertisement which
contains any of the representations prohibited in Paragraph
COD1mission Act

1 hereof;

Pmvided , howeve1' That nothing contained in this Order sha1l
prevent nor be construed to prevent respondent , its offcers , representatives , agents 01' employees from representing, or from disseminating or causing to be disseminated BY any of the means or
for any of the purposes referred to in Paragraphs 1 anrl 2 hereof
any advertisements which represent , that the use of The Pazo
Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories, or either of them , or any other preparation or preparations
of substantially similar composition and intended use , will in most
cases:
(a) Be of significant therapeutic effect in the treatment of

hemorrhoids;
(b) Enable persons with hemorrhoids to avoid surgery

except in unusualJy severe or persistent cases;
Shrink hemorrhoids;
(d) Eliminate itching due to hemorrhoids;
(e) Relieve pain due to hemorrhoids; or
(f) Promote the healing of hemorrhoids.
(c)

OPIl'ION OF THE COM MISSION
JUNE 13 , 1967
BY .JONES,

Com. '/nissione1':

The complaint in this matter , issued on August 28 ,

1964

charged that respondent 1 violated Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal

Trade Commission Act by making false representations in advertising its ointment and suppositories , sold under the name of The
Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories,' for the treatment of hemorrhoids. The eomplaint al1 Grove Laboratories , Incorporated. owned by Brj tol- Myers Company since 1958. became an
division of BristoJ.:'I'Jyers in lfH;3 and thus has not in fllct been a respondent

unillr. orporated

herein. a\thouJlh it i

named in the title of the proceedings. However. re pond"n! and the

t'xamin.er have u ed the terms " Grove,

G)' ove

LfJboJ"atoric,, " and " espo-ndefJt" interchange.

ably to refer to both Grove and respondent Briswl- )lyers.
product(s)" and " preparatio!J(8)" as used herein unle s otherwise inThe terms " Paw
dicated each refer to The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Sup-

positories,

'"
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leged , and respondent in its answer admitted ,

that in the sale of

said preparations it ,vas engaged h1 commerce within the meaning

of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Paragraph Five of the complaint

charged that the fol1owing

were typical of the statements made by respondent in its advertising:
Recent research reveals fast new \yay to shrink hemorrhoid tissues , stop

pain and itching-all without surgery. It' s

a combination of seven modern

medications in one complete formula: The Pazo Formula.
NEW , RELIABLE RELIEF. The Pazo Formula is the only leading- for-

mula with these seven active ingredients to shrink and soothe hemorrhoid

tissues. Research shO\vs this ne\v , superior combination brings symptomatic

time pile sufferers.
CLINICALLY TESTED BY DOCTORS. The Pazo Formula actually

relief even. to long-

proves to do morc than just shrink hemorrhoids. It also relieves pain and
itching promptly, fights

infection

promotes healing, and lubricates mem-

branes.

AVAILABLE XOW in stain1es!: ointment and suppositories. Ask for
The P AZO Formula.
Why be hurt by hemorrhoids.
Rcsearch finds new fast way to shrink hemonhoicls without surgery.
Respondent admitted in its answer that

it had made these

statements in its advertising but alleged that they had been taken
out of context.

Paragraph Six of the complaint charg-ed that through the use of
these advertisements and others respondent had represented that

use of The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorand each of them , wil: (1) shrink hemor-

rhoid Suppositories ,

rhoids; (2) avoid the need for surgery as a treatment for

hemorrhoids; (3) eliminate a1l itching due to or ascribed to hemor-

rhoids; (4) relieve a1l pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
or (5) heal or cure hemorrhoids.

In Paragraph Seven the representations set forth in Para-

graph Six were alleged to be false , and it was further a1leged
that Pazo would not" (aJ !ford any relief or have any therapeutic effect upon the condition known 8S piles or upon any of the
symptoms or manifestations thereof in excess of affording temporary reJieJ of minor pain 01' 111ino1' itching associated with
piles.
Respondent denied the a1legations in both Paragraphs Six

and

Seven of the complaint.
The complaint in this matter was issued simultaneously with
four other complaints also charging n1isrepresentations in the
advertising of hemorrhoidal preparations , one of which was
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American Home Products Corpondion
C. 1524J. Hearings in the

71 F.
Docket

No.

8641 (70
case took

Amerienn Home Products

place in April and May 1965 , and the initial decision in that case
was rendered on October 22 , 1965. Complaint counsel appealed.
On January 12 , 1966 , before argument of his appeal , complaint
counsel moved in each of the other four cases to suspend hearings pending the issuance of the COD1mission

s decision in

Al11eri-

This motion was denied by the Commission
on March 16 , 1966 , and the respondent in each of these four
cases moved for reconsideration. On April 26 , 1966 , the Comenn Home Products.

mission entered an order directing the examiner to proceed with

the hearings in each of these cases unless the parties desired to
enter into a stipulation providing essentially that their cases

may be disposed of on the basis of the record and findings in the
case. Respondent herein advised com-

nwrican HO'ne Products

plaint counsel and the examiner in a hearing on May 4 ,

1966,

that it did not wish to take advantage of the Commission s offer
of stipulation as stated in the order , principal1y for the reason

fmther

proceedings before
that it did not wish to waive
examiner and before the Commission. As counse1 stated:
We believe that there are certain issues inherent in tr.

the

case which we \vauld

see in a some\vhat different light than that which American Home Products
has seen it and therefore \ve would like to present the case and argue the
case .in a somcwhat differcnt fashion (Transcript of hearing" before exami1lcr
on May 1 , )966 ,

at IJage 2).

On July 11 . 1966 ,
on July 18 ,

the parties entered into a stipulation ,

f1ed

1966 , incorporating into the record herein the record
3 except

Anwrican H01ne Products

of hearings and cxhibjts in

the Initial Decision and a11 evidence denying the presence of a
local anesthetic in the formulation and providing further that the
effect of the use of respondent' s products is not signif1cantly different from the use of American Home Products Corporation

products, Preparation H Ointment and Preparation H Suppositories. Complaint counsel introduced into evidence copies of five
advertisements (CXs 1 , 2A D) dated 1961. These advertise-

ments contain the statements set forth in Paragraph Five

the complaint as we1l as the fo1lowing additional statements:

P AZO lets you be active in comfort;
7 modern medications for hcmorrhoid relief
Now nll in

'1r, " wil 1)
in

fUT11/ul(l,;

useu h

a1ld

in to refer to pag: s i l the tl'anscript of h 8Jing hE'i'o

American Home l'rodu, cts

CorJJOratiol1

Docket 8641; "

to the Commission s exhibits in the present case.

" will l'e.fe
' to

eXam nE'r

Findings and " ex"
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Relieve hemorrhoid swelling and pain , enjoy life again with P AZO for
mula.
Respondent agreed that these

advertisements " were typical of

advertising done by the Respondent for the products at issue in
this proceeding at that time in media of that kind (periodicalsJ,
and also in newspaper publications " (Transcript of hearing before examiner on July 18 , 1966 , at page 25). The stipulation provided that no further evidence or testimony would be introduced
into the record of this proceeding.
Both parties submitted proposed findings of fact and on October 13 , 1966 , the examiner issued his initial decision , adopting

and incorporating by reference the findings and conclusions in

his initial decision in

Arnerican Horne Products

insofar as they

are pertinent to this proceeding. " He found that respondent had

made the claims alleged in the complaint with respect to the use
of Pazo to avoid surgery, which he found to be true in most in-

stances. The examiner agreed with respondent that its advertisements did not make the representations alleged in the
complaint that Pazo would eliminate " all" itching due to or
ascribed to hemorrhoids , re1ieve " all"

pain attributed to or caused

by hemorrhoids or heal or cure hemorrhoids , and found that it had
represented that its product will eliminate itching, re1ieve pain

and promote the healing of hemorrhoids. He further found that
each of these claims was true in most instances and that Pazo has
a H significant therapeutic effect in the treatment of hemorrhoids.
Complaint counsel' s appeal challenges the examiner

s findings

as to the meaning of the c1aims which respondent' s advertising

makes with respect to relief of itch and pain and hea1ing

or curing

hemorrhoids and also his conclusions that /l in most cases " Pazo
will shrink hemol'rhoids , eliminate itching, relieve pain and promote the hea1ing of hemorrhoids and that it has a significant

effect in the treatment of hemorrhoids. Both respondent and complaint counsel have raised questions as to the scope of the order

which should be entered here and in addition respondent

contends that the Commission erred in denying its motion for re-

mand in order to hear evidence on the scope of the order. These
are the issues which are before us on this appeal.
Neither party has appealed the C:-Rmine)"
c;aimed that J-azo wiil avoid the need for

s finding-s anu conclusions that respondent falsel;)'
U2' ge"y as a treatment for hemon-hoids, Nor has

either party appealed from the find:ngs lInd conclusions that J-",zo will not in aU instances
shrink hemorrhoids, eliminate itch:ng, relicve pain or promote healing, Accordingly, we are
entering our f\nd;n!4s and conclusions on these issues with(J1t separate discussion in this
opinion.
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DISCUSSION OF ISSUES RAISED ON APPEAL

A. Representations Made by Respondent In Its Arlvertisin,q
1.

Alle,qed representations Tespectin,q hecdin,q or curin,q

The complaint alleged that respondent had represented that
Pazo \vould f' heal 01' cure hemorrhoids, " The examiner , however
concluded that respondent' s representations had been confined to

claims that its product would " promote

the healing of hemor-

rhoids. " Respondent contends that its advertisements claim only
symptomatic relief and do not represent that its product will
get rid of the varicosities " or cure hemorrhoids (Respondent'
Brief on Appeal , p. 8).
Respondent admits that it claimed in its advertising that its

preparation will shrink hemorrhoids and avoid the need for surgery. The obvious purpose and effect of the claim that Pazo will
enable a user to avoid the need for surgery is to calise the reader
to believe that Pazo wil1 serve as a substitute for surgery as a

means of healing 01' curing hemorrhoids. The claim that Pazo
will shrink hemorrhoids wi1 convey the same impression. It is
within this context that its specific claim that Pazo will " promote
healing " must be viewed. If it stood alone there would be no reason to assume that it meant anything beyond what it said. However , the claim does not stand a1one. It appeared in a paragraph

which started out " The Pazo Formula actual1y proves to do
Immediately following appeared respondent' s claim that " It also relieves pain and itching

more than just shrink hemorrhoids. "

promptly, fights infection , promotes healing, and lubricates membranes. " We doubt very much that a hemorrhoid sulIerer will
draw a very fine line in his own mind between a claim that a

drug preparation ,vil promote healing but wi1 not hea1. In the
context of the entire advertising message , we aYe of the opinion
that respondent' s c1aim would cause a hemol'rhoid sufferer to
conclude that use of Pazo will within a reasonable pcriod of time

lead to the healing of hemorrhoids. We conclude , therefore , that
the examiner was in error in his interpretation of respondent'
claims respecting healing and that in fact readers of respondent'

advertisement would conclude that Pazo wilI heal their hemor-

rhoids.
2. Alleged ' represent.ations 1"especting l'cl1ef of 'J)(lln and
itchin,q

The complaint charged that respondent represented that Pazo
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would " eliminate
and " relieve

all
itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids
pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids
(emphasis added). The examiner found that not " all" but only
all

partial relief from these symptoms was promised. We cannot
agree. Respondent' s advertising states that Pazo wil

and itching "

stop

pain

(emphasis added). In our opinion this generalized

and unlimited claim with respect to the relief of pain will be insense. It would have
been a simple matter for respondent to have stated in its advertising that the hemorrhoid sufferer will find some temporary relief
from the symptoms of some types of pain or from some types
of itch. It chose instead to make its claims in unequivocal terms.
terpreted by the readers in its broadest

If claims of this nature , particularly those relating to health , are
not designed to embrace the broadest interpretation reasonably
attributable to them , then they must be specifically limited by
express qualifying language. We wi1 not imply such qua1ifying
language in our interpretation of such claims , nor indeed do we
think the ordinary reader would do so. In this instance the totality of the re1ief claimed for respondent' s product is underscored

by the balance of its advertising message which claims that use
of respondent' s product will shrink hemorrhoids and avoid the
need for surgery. Respondent admits making these latter claims.
They clearly imply that the hemorrhoidal condition itself including pain , itch and other symptoms will be e1iminated. According-

ly, we reject the examiner s conclusions \vith respect to pain and
itch and find that respondent represented in its advertising that
pain and itching attributable to or associated with
relief from

all

hemorrhoids would be afforded by use of its medication.
B. Effc(wy of Pazo

The parties have stipulated that the effect of the use of The
Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrh1'id Suppositories is not significantly different from the effect of the
use of American Home Products Corporation s products , Preparation H Ointment and Suppositories (Stip. , 1;2). Accordingly, the

findings of fact and

conclusions reached in

Anwrican Hmne

with respect to the effcacy of Preparation H , drawn
from the record and Findings of Fact in that case , are equally
Products

app1icable to Pazo. It is in the 1ight of these findings and

sions ,

conclu-

therefore, that the allegations in Paragraph Seven must

be analyzed. In reaching our conclusions we have disregarded all
evidence in
rneTl:can
H mne Products
denying the presence of a
local anesthetic in Preparation H.
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The issues to be considered herein with respect to the effcacy
of respondent'

s product are: (1) the ability of Pazo to shrink

hemorrhoids; (2) the effect of this product on pain; (3) its

effect

on itching; (4) its abi1ity to heal or cure hemorrhoids and (5)

other therapeutic effects of Paw.
1. The ability of Pazo to shrink hemo1"1"hoids

The examiner found that Paw will shrink hemorrhoids "

most cases. "

In reaching this conclusion , the examiner apparently
concurred with respondent' s contention that hemorrhoids as a condition must be considered not only in terms of the underlying

vein but also the surrounding tissue and that since Preparation H
wil reduce the swelling in the surrounding tissue it wi1l thereby
shrink hemorrhoids.

Respondent' s advertising, as we have noted , assures that Pazo
will "

shrink hemolThoids without surgery. "

This claim is not con-

fined to superficial swelling but e"tends imp1icit1y to the underlying hemorrhoidal vein as well. Hemorrhoids are by definition veins

located underneath the mucous membrance of the rectum and the
skin of the anal canal (F. 16). The evidence of record is that

hemolThoidal preparations such as Pazo may have some effect

upon edema or swelling in the tissue overlying hemorrhoids (F.
31 (c), 32), but that it cannot reduce the size of the hemolThoidal
veins (F. 31 (b), 32). The record also demonstrates that this
product will 110t reduce swelling even in the surrounding tissue

when the swe1ling is due to thrombosis (F. 31 (c), 32). Thus . even
if \ve were to assume that some reduction of s\velling is effected
by respondent' s preparation , not a1l types of swe1ling will be

affected in this way.

In sum , we are confronted here "dth a flat , unequivocal representation by respondent that its product wi1l shr;'lk hemolThoids.
This claim is clearly false because Pazo cannot shrink hemorrhoids
themselves and , while it may possibly have some effect on certain

types of swelling in the surrounding tissue , it cannot reduce

swelling in all cases. Accordingly, we find that respondent' s representations with respect to shrinkage of hemorrhoids are in al1
respects false and misleading.

2. Effect of Pazo on pain
The hearing examiner concluded that Pazo will relieve pain

in most cases. Respondent accepts this finding as well as the provision of the ordcr proposed by the examiner to cover representa-
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tion8 respecting pain. Complaint counsel argues that this finding
is in error.

Am, eri-

Complaint counsel's medical witnesses in the hearing in

can Home Products

testified either that Preparation H will have

no effect on pain or that it wil afford only temporary re1ief of
minor pain associated with hemorrhoids (Tr. 131 , 207 , 279 , 372373 , 439- 440, 503 , 562 , 632- 633 , 747). The consensus of these
experts was that pain is a symptom associated almost entirely

with external hemorrhoids and that even with this type of hemorrhoid if the pain is caused by thrombosis , a principal cause of

pain in such hemorrhoids , it cannot be affected by the app1ication
of any external treatment such as ointment and suppositol' ies.

Where pain in external hemorrhoids

results from u1ceration ,

in-

flammation or swelling, some of these witnesses testified that pain
might be relieved to a minor degree by the lubricants contained

in Preparation H , although oiher of complaint counsel's witnesses

were of the opinion that Preparation H would not even alleviate
pain when attributable to these causes (Tr. 129 , 648, 742- 743).

Finally, it appears from the testimony
Anwrican H01ne P'f"oduct.s

witnesses in

of complaint counsel'
that in the unusual case

of internal hemorrhoids where pain results from spasm or

strangulation , Preparation H wil rarely be of benefit

(see Tr.

631- 632) .
In general respondent' s

witnesses in

Am, eric(Ln Horae P'Ioducts

did not seriously controvert much of the testimony of complaint

counsel's witnesses respecting the effect of Preparation H or of
suppositories and ointments in general to re1ieve pain. At best
their testimony supported the conclusion that Preparation H may

.afford some relief for pain in some instances when used as part
; \Ve noted in our

of a general conservative course of treatment.
opinion in

Anu'f-ic((, n

HOJ1w Products

that notwithstanding the

testimony of its witnesses that they jJrescribed Prcpar'ltion H
only as part of a general conservative course of treatment , the

respondent therein nowhere indicated that its product should be
"A brief desc:'
counsel in

ivtior, of the qualifiCfltions of each 0: the experts testifying i' or comp:aint
is set forth in Finding 10 of our Findings of Fact en-

merican HOIHe Products

tered herein,
a A brjef description of the qual:fications of each of the expe:' ts testifying for responder.t in

is set forth in Finding 11 of our .Finding- of l act cr:tered herein,
American Home Prodltcts
The testimony of these wilnesses is discusse(l more fuily at flages 13- 1!i 1'"0 F. C. 1;j:;4. J6:31ti16) of our opinion in A"lenc(n!

Home P,-udurt"

1'11( rO!1sumer wilnesses appearing for

jJoTlde"t testified tl1:'t the u.'e of Prcp8,rmion H had :' elieved ))flin , discomfort or soreness
o ddc" mjne whether the reduction in
suiting f"om hemo:, ,'hoids, Howeve! , it is impossible
pa:n which they clhim h d "wcn I\chieved canl(' 1\5 the :' esult of the product used 01' nwrelv by
the JJ"SS:1g-e of time,
rcfo,e , we ,-elieve th:1t the medirnl testimony on ' his i."sue is enti led
10 ,gnc8ter weight in ou" ucterm:nr, !ion

':: ,
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used in connection with other conservative measures such as diet
sitz baths and the like. Similarly, in respondent' s

advertisements

of Pazo there are no references to other conservative measures;

therefore , even if we were to agree with respondent' s witnesses
that Pazo may provide some relief when used as part of a general
conservative course of treatment , these advertisements would still
be deceptive.
Final1y, the evidence is clear that pain is normal1y associated

only with external hemorrhoids and is not a symptom comrnOD to
al1 hemorrhoids. Yet the overall purpose of respondent' s advertise-

ments is to imply that pain is a usual symptom of all types of
hemorrhoids. Thus , many hemorrhoid sufferers may be misled by
respondent' s advertisements and take Fazo as a precautionary
measure even though they do not have any pain and in most
circumstances may never experience pain.

We therefore conclude not only that responrlent' s representations that Pazo wil1 relieve al1 pain is false and misleading but
also that the examiner

s finding that this product will relieve pain

in most cases " was not supported by the evidence. Accordingly,
we reject this finding and hold that at best respondent' s product

may afford some temporary relief against some

types of pRin

associated with cerlain types of hemorrhoids.

3. Effect of Pazo on itching
COlllplaint counsel appeals from the examiner s finding that
Pazo wi1 " in ill0St instances " eliminate itching due to or ascribed
to hemorrhoids.
According to the testimony of complaint counsel' s
nesses in the hearing in

A1fwrlcan IIo?rw Product;:

itching

expert witis

only

symptom of hemorrhoids and is almost always
caused by some other condition such as fungus infection or by
in rare cases a

unknown factors (F. 23). The testimony of some of these witnesses
jndicated that whether 01' not itching in the anal and rectal area
is connected with a hemorrhoidal condition , it would not be

palliated by Preparation H. Dr. Manheim pointed out that " (tJhere
is nothing in this formula that could possibly be considered as * * *
(aJ n anti- itch agent" (Tr. 278). Dr. Smith was of the opinion that

Preparation H " doesn t relieve the itch" * * (sinceJ there is

nothing in this prescription itself ' which '\Vould
re1ieve itching " (Tr. 741). Dr. Pope stated

agree that even with

reduce itching or

that he " would not

. .. minor irritation that it gives

particular relief , and it certainly
are more severe , . .. *" (Tr. 633).

doesn t in the

any

symptoms that
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Other of complaint counsel' s medical experts felt , however,
that Preparation H may provide some temporary relief for minor
itching due or altributed to hemorrhoids (Tr. 131 , 215, 372 373,

439 140 ,

503

505 , 566). The only explanation given by any of

these doctors for its effect on minor itching was that it acts as a
lubricant and may thereby possibly relieve dryness and soothe
II. Dr. Sarner s testimony at Tr. 440.
At best the testimony of respondent' s witnesses warranted the

surface initation. (See

finding that Preparation H may in certain cases temporarily relieve some of the itching due or ascribed to hemorrhoids
We have therefore concluded that while Pazo , like Preparation
, may, throug' h the lubricants which it contains , l'elieve dryness
and surface irritation and thereby provide some temporary relief
from some types of itching associated \vith hemorrhoids , it will
not provide any further relief from itching caused by hemorrhoids.
Thus it wi1l neither stop all itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids as implicitly promised by respondent in its advertising nor
eliminate itching in most cases as found by the examiner.
4. Ability of Puzo to heal

01'

cure henw1',' hoids

Paragraph Seven (5) of the complaint charged that Pazo
will not " heal or cure hemorrhoids. " Since the examiner found

that respondent had not represented that Pazo will heal or cure
hemorrhoids-but rather that it had merely claimed that this
product would promote the healing of hemorrhoids- he did not
reach the specific question as to whether or not it would henl or
cure hemorrhoids. However , he adopted al1 of the pertinent findings and condusions in his
Amc'/i.can Home Products
including, it ,,QuJd appear , the finding that Preparation H (and
decision in

therefore Pazo) wil1 not " heal , cure , 01' remove hemorrhoids ,
cause hemorrhoids to cease to be a problem

or

(Anwrican Ho'

P,' oducts
Initial Decision , p. 1602). Moreover , respondellt appears
to concede that Pazo cannot heal or cme hemorrhoids; the entire
thrust of its arg' ument is that its product does not even claim to

provide more than symptomatic relief ,

thus in effect conceding

that correction of the underlying pathology- healing or curingwiJl not be afforded.

7 The t('stimony of Amcrican Home Products' witnesses ;
22- 24 f70 F.

C. 1,';24
, 1f18- 1620J of our opinion in that

djseuss

d morc fully at pages

ase, Four of responrknt'!\

('ve'l ton.

J;umcr witnesses stated that tJley had had itching w'soci:'\erl \vith their hemorrhoids aml tntl!
this itching had lucen rc!iev('d b:' Pn' p;'ration II (Tr l(i3:;, H-IS1i , 1873- 1S74, 1890 jgOO). How-

ever. thi testirnony is of dubimjs probative v 1ue ;n view of the f!1ct that the cause of these
w:tnesses ' itching w s not disclosed, For exml1p:e, SO\1e itch is caused by the process of lJeR:ing
of the tissues

(Y.

3), If this was the CRse with these witne5 es, there would be no WRY of
Prep;\ration :: 01' by the healing of their

determining whether their itch had been stoppelj. by
hemonnoidal tissue

* * *
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It is clear from the record that Pazo cannot in fact heal or cure
hemorrhoids. It was demonstrated that surgical removal is the

only means by which hemorrhoids can be permanently cured (F.
28) and that although certain symptoms may be ameliorated by
conservative measures (F. 29 , 30) or may disappear spontaneously (F. 27), the patient wi1l be subject to recurring episodes of

symptoms unless the underlying vascular condition is remedied
(F. 27). Since Pazo cannot affect the underlying dilated veins it
cannot heal or cure hemorrhoids (F. 31 (a), 32).
We also reject the examiner

s conclusion that Pazo wil "

promote healing, "

most cases

Since ,

as we have concluded

this product can only provide temporary palliation of some of the
symptoms of hemorrhoids and that only surgery can permanently
heal this condition

, it is obvious

not only that healing cannot be

effected through use of Pazo but also that application of this
preparation will not " promote " healing.
5. Othe?" thempeutic effects of Pazo
In addition to the allegations that respondent' s affrmative rep-

resentations with respect to its products were false , the complaint

also charged that Pazo would not" (aJ fford

any relief or have

any therapeutic effect upon the condition knmvn as hemorrhoids
or upon any of the symptoms 01' manifestations thereof in excess

of affording temporary relief of minor pain or minor itching associated with hemorrhoids " (Complaint , Paragraph Seven (6)).
As we have noted , it is clear from the record that Pazo cannot
shrink hemorrhoids , avoid the need for surgery as a treatment
for hemorrhoids , heal or cure hemorrhoids or provide any relief

from pain or itching other than the temporary re1ief in some
cases. The record also demonstrates that this product can have no
other therapeutic effect upon liemonhoids (F. 31 (f), ;02).
The hearing examiner found that Pazo wi11 " ha.ve a significant
therapeutic effect in the treatment of hemorrhoids. " The ex-

aminer failed ,

either in his decision herein or in his decision in

American Home Products to set forth the basis or explain the
meaning of this conclusion. There would appeal' to be two interpretations of his finding: first that the

specific effects which

he found which Pazo would have ,

namely, shrinking hemorrhoids
eliminating itching, relieving pain and promoting healing in most
cases, were " significant " and second that the product has other
either of these conclusions is
significant therapeutic effects.

supported by the record. As we have pointed
demonstrates that Pazo will not have the

out , the evidence

specific elIects found
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by the examiner on swelling, itching and pain and in promoting

healing, but can only have some temporary effect on some types
of pain and itching. This limited effect can hardly be considered
significant , in view of our finding that the symptoms of hemorrhoids will persist and re-occul' unless corrected by surgical means.
Nor , as we have further found , can Pazo have any additional
effect on hemorrhoids- significant or otherwise. Therefore , we
conclude that the examiner s finding that Pazo has a significant
therapeutic effect in the treatment of hemorrhoids must be rejected.
III
THE ORDER

In view of our rej echan
clusions discussed above ,

of the examiner s findings and con-

Ive are entering our own order in this

matter.
In determining what order is

spondent' s

necessary to ensure that re-

misrepresentations respecting the effcaey of its drug
preparation will not occur again
importance to

, it is of primary
consider the segment of the pub1ic which is most 1ikely to be
particularly affected by these misrepresentations. Advertising
claims with resped to drugs are directed to those in distress

frequently the aged and infirm , who are especial1y vulnerable to
inflated promises as to the curative powers of drugs. With Medicare now a reality, it is possible for a grO\ving number of persons

to consult directly with doctors flnd hence many persons will become aware for the first time that aches and pains , which in the
past they have taken for granted , may be symptoms of iJJnesses
and ailments \vhich they had never heard of before or never be-

fore associated with their mvn distress. Thus claims made in
advertising as to the effcacy of drugs for a variety of ailments

and diseases will be more meaningful and of concern -to an increasing number of people. Accordingly, it becomes of even greater
importance today to make sure that representations respecting

health claims and re1ief of distress are absolutely accurate and
do not contain promises , impressions , or even highJy veiled suggestions of effcacy 'which are in any sense false and misleading.

It is with these basic principles in mind that we must fashion the
type of prohibitive provisions which in our judgment are necessary in order to protect the public from deception.

A. Product Application of the Onter

The order entered by us app1ies to representations made by
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respondent with respect to both Pazo and to any medication

sold by respondent in the future for the treatment of hemorrhoids.
Respondent' s counsel stated on oral argument that this portion of

the order is acceptable and is not being opposed by respondent
(Tr. O. A. 25). "

It is therefore unnecessary to go into any extended

discussion of this portion of the order other than to note that in

our judgment the provision of the order as originally proposed
conditioning its applicability to Pazo or to

by complaint counsel ,

any hemorrhoid preparation containing d substantially similar ingredients " or possessing " substantially similar properties " is
ambiguous , diffcult of enforcement , and could bc too easily circumvented. Accordingly, the order we are entering provides that
it shall be applicable to all products offered fOl' sale for the treat-

ment or relief of hemorrhoids or hemorrhoidal symptoms.
The order being entered by us applies additionaliy in part to
respondent' s advertising of any drug products which it offers for

sale. Respondent vigorously opposes the application of the order
products other than hemorrhoid pl'€parationsY) Respondent contends that an order npp1icab1e to products other than

to drug

hemorrhoid preparations would be too broad and vv'oulcl deprive

respondent of its right to have any issues as to the falsity of its
advertisements determined in thc first instance by the Commission
rather than in a
de nO'VQ proceeding before a court on a civil
penalty action. Respondent also argues that if the order is to be

so expanded ,

the Commission should have granted its motion to

remand the proceeding to enable it to offer evidence on its good
faith (Tr. O. A. 26 and 30).
The law is clear that the Commission is empowered to entel'
an order of suffcient breadth to ensure that respondent will not

engage in violations of the law in the future. l1 The Courts have

stated that they will not interfere with the Commission s choice
8 This is un e::qJ,m8ion of the order proposed Ly complaint counsel which applied the order
any other preparation of substantially similar composiIion or possessing substantially similar properties.
u " Tr. O. " wiil be used herein to refe' - to pages in tbe Transcript on Oral Argument

to Pazo " or

March 14 , 1%7.

10 Respundent s counsel stated on oral argument of the apJ)eal in this case that it had had no
opportunity to brief the scope of the order point (1'r. a. A. 4). \\'e do not understand the
pUfIJ01. t of this remark since the Commission s order of January 26 , 1067, denying respondent.
motion to remand the case for purposes of taking evidence on the :ssue as to the scope of the

order , expressly stated that the denial did not preclude resprJ!lknt from making any argument

it wished with regard to ti, e srope of the order. Cuuns 1 did nut rcr;uest l"ave to file a supplemental brief on this point but apparently elected insteau to state its !Jusitiol) on this matter in
tbe course of its oral argument on this f\ppea
J1Jacob Siegel
mission
Lead Co"
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of remedy if the prohibitions

in the order bear a reasonable

relationship to ,

or as the Second Circuit phrased it recently, are
persuasively * * * related to " 12 the unlawful practices found to
exist and if the prohibitions are suffciently specific so that the

respondent and the courts can be " definitely informed as to the
extent of the prohibited area.

The frequency and duration of the violations , whether they have
been flagrant and extensive , 1. ' and whether the respondent had

been engaged in past violations

" as well as the likelihood of

whether the respondent knew or should have known that its
conduct was unJawful are material factors which the courts have

said the Commission may take into account in fashioning an appropriate remedy in a given ease. 1O As the Supreme Court has
said on two occasions , respondents " must remember that those
caught violating the Act must expect some fencing in. " IT
In its recent decision involving the proper scope of Commission
orders
(Pede1'al Trade Commission
v.
Colgate- Palmolive. supm
380 U. S. at 39:1- 395),

the Supreme Court sustained a Commission

order prohibiting the misleading use of mock ups in television
advertising and expressly rej ected respondents ' contention that
the order was improper because

it was made applicable

to aU

products advertised by the respondent whereas the original violation had occurred with respect to the advertising of a single product Rapid Shave. " The Supreme Court pointed out that the order
was " as specific as the circumstances wil1 permit" and that the
Wm. If. Rorer ,
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I\'
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respondents " will have no diffculty applying the Commission
order to the vast majority of their contemplated future commercials " and can seek the Commission s advice on borderline

questions. The Court also noted that the respondents had produced three different commercials that
ceptive practices

employed " the same de-

" and that this factor was a sutIcient basis for a

belief that the respondents would be inclined to use similar devices
future commercials.
Contrary to what the respondent appeared to contend on oral
argument (Tr. O. A. 19- 25), we find no principle from the case
in

Jaw which supports the argument that an order is improper if
contains prohibitions which in the event of their violation would

require the District Court in an enforcement proceeding to make
findings of fact on issues normaJ1y

de novo

regarded as within

the Commission s expertiseY
In virtuaJ1y every order entered by the Commission , whether it
involves issues of price discrimination or of false and deceptive

claims , the District Court in a civil penalty action brought in the
event of violation , wil have to make findings and conclusions
18 Other cases sustaining the application of Commission orders to the

fun Jine of a rE-

spondent' s products even though the violation had occurred with respect to a single product
Fred Meyer , Inc. v, Federal Trade CommiSSion 358 F. 2d 351 (9th Cir.
include the following:

1966) (order against schemes to induce discrirncnfltOl'Y
United Biscuit

COmpa1J)j v.

Federal 1'nuie Com1Hi sion.

price's applicabic to

350 F. 2d

Carter PrOd1(cts, l11c,

crimination order applicable to all products):

all

products).

filS (7th Cir. 1%5) (price
Federal Trade

Com-

misBio11 , sltpra, 32g F. 2d S23 (prohibition against the use of decefjtive uemonstrations applicaIde to all products):
Mueile, v. Federal Trade Commission 323 F 2d 44 (7th Ci,' . 1%3) (priee
v, Fer/pml Trade
ComLane
all of respondents ' product
discrimination order applicable to
mission 130 F. 2d 48 (9th Cir, H)42) (prohibition of mHking clHims found to have been false
,resh Indll.\ries , 111C.
in connection with Hdvertising of
all of respondent s pub ications):
eel. t, de'
36.1 U, S. SH3 (1960)
v, Federal Trade Commi sio" 278 F. 2d 837 (7th Cir. 1960)
(misrepresentations prohibited applied to

Commissi

alt

products sold uy respondent):

, 188 F. 2d

C()"s,(mer Sales

40.j

(2nd G:r. 10,,2) (misrepresentations proWatch Co.
Federal Trade
hihited applied to
all meJ' chandise soid by respondent); HeHnls
) (1966) (fictitious pricing,
eert. den. 384 U, . 9::;
CO' I1UJ,,:ssion , 352 F, 2d 313 (8th Cir, 1965),
Cor)).

v.

Ffdera! Trade

rnisleflding guarantees and preticketing mi representations found with rcslJe('t to watches also

prohibited in connection with the sale of all Benrus products whetherol not related to the
watch industry).

J9 There are numerous issues involved in the flpplicfltion of the Clayton and Federal Trade

Commission Acts which the courts regard as paniruLarly with:n the Commiss:o,,
de

Nevertheless, many of these issues must often be resolved

expertise.

11OVO by the District Courts in

e:lforcement proceedings. For example, the Supreme CoUrt has monk it riear that the complie :n\'olving the
cated factual dt'tcrminations of thE meeting: competition defense in a
Ro'uin on- Patman Act " arc for the Commission

not

the

ouJ't

" I Federal

Trade COlluni.'8ion

324 U. S, 746, 760 (194;; 1 However, the Suprcmc COUlt has maue it
equally clear that !III price discrimination ord rs implicitly contain this stRtutory rJefense.
3 U, . at 1,76. \Ve do not )' (,fld Federal
RdH!Toid , S1ljJra
(Federal Tra.de
Commission v,
Federal
SII:a"ef l' aper Can!,
v, Horton Salt 334 U. S. :,7 (lD48) !lnd
Trade Commission
Trade
Commission, .mjJra, 291 F. 2d 833 , as l"ying nown !lny dif1"EC,.""t J'ule for cietel"lin'ng: the
reflsonRblenECss and propriety of Cornmis ion orders, Even though both Conrts referred in the
course of their opinions to the pro)JIEm of District COUl' !S in enforcement dEcisions ' Qeing
with:n the Commission
de novo fmdings on maUt'rs ordinarily I'ep;anlerl
compellt'd to make
A, E. Stale)! Alfg, Co"

expertise, the Court!;

' rJecisions turned on their conrern with the ambiguity and lack of speci-

ficity of the proposEd Comm;ssion orut'J"s,

:;

; "

" "

: "
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One final point should be noted here. Respondents are not required to act at their peril in complying with Commission orders.
The Commission s Rules of Practice " expressly provide that a

respondent subject to an order can request advice from the Commission as to whether a proposed course of action would be in
comp1iance with the order and further provide that the Commission will so advise the respondent. Indeed the availabi1ity of this
procedure was
xpressly noted and relied upon by the Supreme
Court in sustaining the Commission

Colgute- PaJmolive
In

s broad product order in the

case.

the instant case ,

a careful determination of the circumstances

surrounding respondent' s

conduct here

it

onvinces us that

essential that the order not be limited to hemorrhoidal preparations and that it apply additional1y to

al1 drug products which

respondent offers for sale in the future.
Respondent' s advertising of its hemorrhoid preparation , Pazo
was long and continuous and the deceptions found here go to the
essence of its advertising message (F. 8. 9 , and 31). Moreover , the
very effcacy claims about stopping pain and itching which we

have found in this proceeding to be false and misleading were
made previously by this same respondent with respect to an earlier
hemorrhoid preparation (also cal1ed

Paze but apparently

cQ1,tain-

ing different ingredients) which were also found by this Commission to have been false and misleading.
1vIoreover , respondent (Grove and its present owner Bristo1Nlyers) has a long history of involvement with the Commission

on iis advertising of other prodncts as to which respondent' s claims
of effcacy were challenged and were either thereupon \vithdl'a\vn

by respondent or \vcre found to have been false. Thus Grove and
Bristol- Myers have been the object of 110 less than six formal
Commission proceedings involving misrepreseniations of the therapeutic va1ue of preparations for the relief and treatment of

hemorrhoids; the common co1d; mouth , tooth or gun1 disease; and
various skin diseases ,

including dandruff , baldness , and other scalp

disorders. Foul' of these cases proceeded to fina1 order and two
2. Seetion 3. 26
Federal Trade

(b). Fed"r

i Trade Commission Rules of Practice .

Gro1J1' Lahoratories, Inc..

Pan1.graph .1 of the Complaint (p. H. U)

Effective treatment today fOl' Piles

and night"
too!"

August , 1963.

Col oale- PallHolil'e Co. SlIpm 31W
. at 384.
31 F. C. 342 (D . 34!5, 1 )40). See the claims set fOJ, th in

COHlmlssion \'.

and the Findings (p. 348) of that carliN Plo"ccr.ingIt stops jJ!"in Hnd itching

Pazo almost instantly slops the pClin Hnd itching

It assures conlfort. day
Paw

w;1l give

ucu

relief
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were terminated by stipulations of discontinuance. " The chal-

objectionable either
effective treatment of the disorder 28 or because the product \vas claimed to " cure " the disorder
when in fact it would only help relieve some of the symptoms.
In several cases the immediacy of the promised relief was greatly
exaggerated; '" and in one case a portion of the objectionable
lenged claims were alleged or found to be
no

because the product provided

claims involved the alleged value of separate ingredients in the

product.
In addition to these formal proceedings , in 1937 and 1938

Bristol- Myers signed six additional stipulations as a result of
Commission investigations of its advertising of six different prod-

ucts a1l of which involved allegedly false and misleading theraWhile these stipulations go back in history some
thirty years, it is significant that two of the Commission s subsequent actions against respondent involved many of the same reppeutic claims. '"

resentations for the

identical products which respondent

had

agreed not to make only a few years before.
Accordingly, ,ve are convinced that we would be derellct in our

responsibilities if we were to limit the prohibitions of the order
against false representations solely to hemorrhoidal preparations
'" Final orders were i Sl!ed ag"in t dther Grove or Ihjstol- Myers as follows;

Gr' 01!6 LaboHl,torics, Inc" Z7 F. 'f, C. E80 (Dkt. 2iil , 1038) (order prohibited
tions a!\ to the therapeutic effect of a la)oative preparation).
Grave Labomtv,-ies , Inc. 31 F. C. 342 (Dkt. 3445 , 1810) (Ol'der prohibit d

misrepresenta-

mi"n' presentabons as to dficaey of Paw and alw ueteptive claims as to benelits of a scalp preparation).
(ordN prohibited misrcp1' csentaBristo!- Myers Company,
86 F. C. 707 (Dkt. 3645 1013)

tions as to the therapeutic effect of li hlxative prepanltioT,).
Bristol- lvJuers Coml)aJ!/, 46 F. C. 162 (Dkt. 4861, 10491,
(order prohibited claiming therapeutic vaJue for

IjJa1/a

aff'

185 F. 2u.

;'8 (4th Gir. 19;;0)

toothpaste in treatment of mouth

tooth or gum diseases).
Stipu1ations of DiseontinuaTlce we)"e agreed to RS fol1ows:

Grove Laborr:to,-ies ,

Inc.

47 F.

C. 1458 (Dkt. 5772 , 1 ;;()) (agreed to discontin'ue claims

, prevent, or shorten the duration of the common cold).

that a cold IJJeparation wOlAld cure
C. 1401 (Dkt. ;;752 ,
Bristol-J1-!JGrs Com)lany, 47 F.

1950) (agreed to discontinue claims that
a. cold preparation would cure , pj"ev nt, or shorten the duration of the common-cold).
as 31 F. C. 342, 36 F. C. 707 6 F. C. 162.
'I 27 F. C. 1180, 31 F. C. 342 , 36 F.
. 1441.
. 707 , 47 F.
C. 1458 , 47 F'.
3'27 F. C. 1180 , 47 F. C. 14 , 47 F. C. 1441.
2127 1".

. 1180.

""Stip. No. 01700 , 24 F. C. 15.16 (1837! involving health claims for " Vitali,, " hair preparation; Stip. No. 01714 , 24 F. C. 1554 (l987) involving claims that " Ipan3. " toothpflste inter
aha is an effective treatment fur tooth and gum disease; Stip. No. 01720 , 24 F. C. 1;;.51

(HI37) involvin claims tbat " Sal Hepatica " would ,ntm' alia, cure the common eold. rid the
budy of poisonous wastes , be (,fIec\ive in the treatment of arthritis and rheumatism , and help
regulate the ba11lnce of body fiuics: Stip. No. 0186- , 2" F.

for " Minit

Hub" cold remedy; Stip. No. 02101 ,

; and Stip.

C. 11126 (1037) involving cl:'ims

C. 1602 (1938) involving health claims
(EIS8) involving
02204 , 27 1". C. 160

27 F.

::oo
fOJ' " Ingr?m s l\Iilkw ed Cream
herding c1aims for " Ingram s Shaving Cream.
"3Cf.
Stip. Ko. 01720 , 24 F. C. 1558 (1937) with 36 :F. '1. C, 707 (943) (involving effcacy
claims for Sal Hepatica fa!' the common cold) and Stip. ::0. 01714 , 24 F. e. 1554 (1\17) with
46 F. C. 162 (194 1), aff' d. 185 F. 2d 58 (.1fh Cir. 19,'10) (involving effeaec-' of Ipana tooth-

paste for tooth and gum diseasc).
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having the same or similar ingredients. The ease with which such
orders can be avoided has been amply demonstrated by the Commission s experience with this respondent aJone. \Ve are equally
convinced that it is essential that this order also " fence this
respondent in in connection \vith all of its future advertising of

drug preparations. It is our judgment that in the circumstances of
this case and of this respondent , it is essential that the order which
we are entering cover all drug products sold by respondent.

B. Respondent' s Representations Respecting the Effcacy of Pazo

The order entered by us prohibits respondent from continuing

to represent , directly or by implication , that its p1'duct will shrink
hemorrhoids; avoid the need for surgery as a treatment for hemor-

rhoids; cure hemorrhoids; afford any relief froDl pain or itching
in excess of providing some temporary relief in some cases of pain
or itching; or have any other effect on hemol'hoids or its symptoms.

Hespondent argued on appeal that these substanti\"e prohibitions
respecting the type of claims which could be made for their product were too broad. Hespondent' s contention was that if a product
in some situations and for some t:ypes of l1Cnl01'1'hoicls lnight relieve pain for
some
people then it was propel' to make such a

claim across the board without limitation since the public had
to purchase the product to find out if the claim was true in

only

his case (Tr. O. A. 12). Respondent conceded that no case had

ever sustained such a proposition. \Ve find no basis in reason or
in logic , nor any support in the legislative history of this act , to
warrant such an interpretabon of this legislation. Congress quite

clearly was concerned with ensuring that advertising was to be
truthful. As we have discussed above , in our view an advertisement which claims without qualification that a product will " stop
pain and itching "

pain

in

is not truthful if in fact it wilt not relieve a1l

al1 cases but \vill only relieve some pain in some cases.

Accordingly, we conclude that the order must prohibit respondent

from making any absolute claims as to eflc:acy where in fact , as
here , the record is clear that such absolute claims are not true.
\Ve have furthermore prohibited respondent from continuing to
represent that Pazo will " shrink hemorrhoid tissue. " The record
demonstrates that it is the hemorrhoid itself and not just the tissue
that frequently causcs the pain and itching. The evidence is also
clear that the product wi1l
not
shrink the hemorrhoid itself and

\\Till only shrink the tissue under certain circumstances.

In our

\"iew any mcmber of the public who reads a representation that a

GROVE LABORATORIES , INC.
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product wi1 shrink hemorrhoidal tissue will be unlikely to distinguish between this representation
product will shrink hemorrhoids. We

and the c1aim that the

believe , therefore , that
respondent' s use of the representation about shrinking tissue is
likely to mislead and must therefore be enjoined.
On the same grounds we have forbidden respondent' s use of the
phrase " promotes healing. " An individual suftering from hemorrhoids would undoubtedly assume that if Pazo promoted healing,
use of this medication would within a reasonable period of time
lead to the healing of hemorrhoids. Since such a result cannot be
achieved by the use of respondent' s medication , the representation
that healing will be promoted is false and misleading.
Respondent' s 1961 advertising, which is the only advertising
,vhich is before us in this proceeding, stresses that Fazo " is a
se' uen

combination of

and " is the

modern medications

in one

complete formula

leading formula with these seven active ingredients tu shrink and soothe hemorrhoid tissue. " The record does
only

not indicate whether at that time Pazo in fact did contain seven

active ingredients or whether it ,vas the " only leading formula
to do so. In any event , as respondent' s ovvn proposed findings
disclosed (Respondent' s Proposed Findings
2) respondent'
preparation today conlains only three or perhaps four active
ingredients in a base. Consequently it would clearly be deceptive

if respondent were to continue making its prior claims as to the
number of ingredients in Pazo. However , even if respondent were
to amend its advertising to conform the number of ingredients
specified to the number actual1y in the product , it would in our

opinion still be deceptive for respondent to emphasize any in-

gredient , any number of ingredients , or the uniqueness uf anyone
or more of its ingredients , since each of such claims would convey
the false impression that such ingredients are of special im-

portance in the treatment of hemorrhoids and will afford relief
not provided by other hemorrhoid preparations. The indication

that Paw contains ingredients which render it superior to other
leading hemorrhoid preparations , which would include Preparation H , contradicts respondent' s stipulation that the effect of the

use of its product is not significantly different from the eftect
We have therefore prohibited
respondent from referring either general1y or specifical1y to
any of its ingredients , unless each ingredient referred to is
of the use of Preparation H.

effective in the treatment of hemorrhoids and unless the specific
eftect thereof is expressly and truthful1y set forth. On the same
grounds we have forbidden respondent from claiming or implying
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that its product is significantly more effective in the treatment or

relief of hemorrhoids

or its symptoms than other hemonhoid
preparations. In so ruling we are by no means suggesting that a
bona fide comparison of the quality or effcacy of a product with

that of competitive

merchandise is in any way improper. To the

contrary, we believe that the freedom \0 make such comparisons
where supported by valid data and concerned with significant

qualities or propertics of the product is an essential part of the
process of competition and serves the beneficial purposes of
assisting the consumer in the selection of goods. But where , as
here , it has been conceded that. the effect of the use of a product
is not significantly different from the effect of the use of the
product sold by its leading competitor , a claim to the opposite

effect would necessarily be false and deceptive.
C.

Respondent' s Effcacy Claims lvlade In Connection With Its

Sales of All of Its Drug Products
As noted above , we have inc1uded in the order prohibitions
against misrepresenting not only the eficacy of respondent's

hemorrhoidal preparations but also the effcacy of the other drug

products which respondent offers for sale.
vVe believe that respondent' ,: history of engaging in a variety
of unfounded claims of effcacy necessitates such a provision in
this order.

These prohibitions in our order do no more than place on
respondent an obligation to advertise prccisely what benefits
the
product can in fact be expected to achieve and not , as respondent
counsel argued it should be permitted to do , leave it to the user
to determine fron1 his own experience the exact effcacy of the
drugs for his particular condition (Tr. O. A. 11). The circum-

stances of this ca5e make it imperative in our jlrdgment that respondent be placed under this type of prohibition relating to other

drug products in order to ensure that the public will not in the
future be misled by respondent' s advertising as it has been so

frequently misled in the past.
If respondent has any doubt as to what constitutes a misrepresentation of a product' s effcacy, rcspondent has its right to secure
aovance Commission advice for any of its advertising claims

through our compliance procedures. l\Iol'eover , we are constrained

to note in this connection that respondents have a broad range of
experience with efficacy claims which the Commission has challenged in the past. Both the instant proceeding as well as the
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previous proceedings involving this respondent 34 have involved
claims that a product will cure a disease when in fact it wil not;
claims that a product is effective in the treatment of a disease
when in fact it only has an effect upon some of the symptoms of
that disease; claims that a product wil offer the same degree of
benefit to everyone who uses the product when in fact it will not;
.singHng out specific ingredients as having special significance in
the treatment of a disease or its symptoms when such ingredients

have no significant therapeutic effect; and exaggerations of the
immediacy of the promised relief. We believe that the order which

we are entering here with respect to other drug preparations is

essential if the public interest in the accuracy of

therapeutic

claims is to be ensured under the circumstances of this case , and

that respondent can easily determine what its obligations under

the order are and if not that it can secure

such a determination

from the Commission.

The Ren und Issue

Respondent argued that the Commission committed error in refusing to remand this case for the taking of additional evidence on
the good faith of respondent".; Specifically, respondent' s counsel
stated on oral argument that it desired an oppDrtunity to offer
evidence on the percentage relationship of the advertising which

had ever been cha1Jenged by the Commission to the totality
advertising (Tr. O. A. 20 and 28). Respondent
that the remand was necessary because it had not

respondent' s

contended

anticipated that the Commission might consider entry of an order

applicable to all of its jJroducts.
We do not believe that the denial of resjJondent' s motion was
in error. As 'we pointed out in our opinion denying respondent'
motion to reopen the proceeding, the scope of the order is always
in issue in every proceeding before the Comn1ission. The application of an order to a respondent' s fu1J product line is hardly a
novel question. (See cases cited

SUP'r1

note 18. ) Thus respondent

cannot seriously contend that the Commission

s anticipated action

in applying the order in this case to respondent' 8

full product line
raised any neyv issue of law or fact which it could not reasonably
,.. See notes 2fi- 32

811))nL.

eo)Jenl'j fOl" the pUJl'd requested tl",t hearings be
pose of presenting" " evidence 1"elev11r.t to the issue oi" including ill the final ceasIC alld desist
order " prohibitions relative to its I'dvertisillg of non. hemorrhoid dl' UP: prepRl"atiolls. However
'0 RespondI'Tlt

original motion to l'eIT.

on the oral argumeTJL of the appeal in this case )'e"IJmdent 5 counsel stated that basica11 . the
1 this Wf!S the issue On

issue r,s to the scope of the order was one of " good faith" alli th

which it desired to offer evidence (Tr. O. A. 20 and 28).

(),.

, '
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have been expected to anticipate in preparing its case for hearing.
Respondent could we1l have anticipated that the

order entered by

the Commission might be expanded to cover a1l of its drug

products. :J6
In any event ,

its failure to offer evidence

on this point during

the hearing does noi warrant a remand of this action no\v.
:lforeover , we cannot find that respondent could in any way be

said to have been prejudiced by denial of its motion to remand
since we find the scope of the order is who1ly justified by the facts
of this record.

The compelling reasons we have found for the necessity of an
order which applies to respondent' s other drug products eould

not possibly be outweighed by any additional facts which respondent could now offer on the issue of its good faith. Even if we
assume that the prior advertising of Grove and Bristol- Myers
which has been challenged by the Commission in the past constitutes only a sma1l percentage of these companies ' total advertising, and assume further that respondent would 1,ave offered
evidence to show that it has a firm policy of compliance with the

law and that each of its advertising messages subsequently found
to have been deceptive had been prayerfully considered by respondent beforehand with a view to determining whether it might
be challenged by the Commission , such evidence \vQuld in no \vay
alter the facts of respondent' s prior advertising record. However
our order is not simply predicated on the existence of their prior
advertising record nor need it be. As the Second Circuit recently
v.
, suprrr 1967 Trade Cases at
Wrn. H. Rorer
observed in

83, 707, even the complete absence of p' e1)iou

is " rele-

'iolation8

vant but hardly contro1ling. "

We are convinced that respondent is
not entitled to a remand of this proceeding and that even if remanded and the proffered evidence admitted , it would not have
changed our views as to the need for the bro"d type of order

which WE' are entering here.

Throughout this opinion we have explained the reasons why,
and the extent to which

we disagree with the hearing examiner

3"Ohviously. the form of ordtl" which accompan:es the complaint is very tentative illueed
since it is drafted before there has been Rny he \J'ing: on the allegations in the complaint and
befoye the views of !;oun eI have ileen heard. In fad. even the OJ'UN proposed by t.he hearing

examiner after the hearings have been concluded is still tentative. as 1"efleded
Commission s Rule

1 of the

in

of Practice (August, 1(63);

(a) Upon appeal from or review of an illit:al decision
extent necessary or desirable,

rercise all the pOleers which

the

C01)miSNion

wnl

could have eJ:ercl.,ed

to the
if it had

m.ade the initial deci io1!.

(b) In rendering its derision,
conclusions and

the

Cowmissiol!l(.'il

order c011tai11ed in the initial decis-Ion

"dOld, mod1:fu,

set a ide the

." (emphasis added).

findings,

;
" ""

; "
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advertising rel)resents , what
relief in fact is offered by the respondent' s products , and the appropriate order necessary to avoid future violations of the type
found herein. Accordingly, we have set aside the initial decision
concerning what the respondent' s

and proposed order of the examiner and have entered our own
Findings of Fact , Conclusions and Order consistent with this
opinion.
FINDlJ\GS OF FACT , CONCLliSIONS AC-D ORDER
FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Respondent and the Products Considered in This Proceeding
1. Grove Laboratories , Incorporated , owned by Bristol- Myers
since 1958, was, until the end of 1963 , a corporation organized

existing and doing business under the laws of the State of Dela-

ware, with its principal offce and place of business located at
8877 Ladue Road, in the city of St. Louis, State of Missouri;
since 1963 it has been an unincorporaterl division of Bristol- Ylyers
Company, a Dcla'lya1'8 corporation with its principal offce and

place of business at 630 Fifth Avenue , City of i\ew York , State of
Kew York (C. , n; A. 1; RPF 1; J.D. , p. 826). ' Thus Grove
Laboratories , Incorporated, which appears in the title of these
proceedings, has never been the respondent herein. However , reGrove
spondent and the examiner have used the terms " Grove

Laboratories " and " responctent"
Grove and respondent.

interchangeably to refer to both

2. Respondent Bristol- lyers Company is now ,

and for some

time last past has been , engaged in the sale and distribution of
preparations offered for the treatment of piles 01' hemorrhoids

and coming within the classification of drugs as the term " drug
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act (C. 2; A. ;2;
RPF 2; I.D., p. 826).
8. The designations used b:y respondent for the preparations
refelTed to above and the formulae therefore are as follows:
A. Designation: The Pazo Formula Ointment
Formula: Triolyte (Grove s brand of the combination of benzocaine
have been u ed J)erei)): C" fnr Cnmmi'ision s Complaint: "
RPF" for
Pl'ojJosed Finding
Coun el'
P. eX" for eomrni
Finc\:ngs: " cx" for Commiss:on s Exhib:t: "

1 The following Rbl)l e\,jfltion
for Respondent s An \ve

CPF" for Complaint

ResIJondent s Proposeti
mencuv Home P"Orlllr,. COl"jW"U!iUH.
sion s Exhibit. in
P.
spondent' s Exhibit in .4men c(l1l lIollie Prodllcts;

P. RX" for ReDocket 1!6H: "
F, " for pa agl"i\pbs of Findings of

Amellcan Home Prodiids

Fact enterer1 by the Commission in
befo)"e eXflm:J1"' in

page numuer of hearir.g

American Honu' l' rodllds;

. Tr. " for tmnseript

Stip. "

for Stipulation

I,D. "
entered into by the part:es hereto dated July 11 , 1%6 , fi:€d July 15 , 1966: "

Decisjon.

for Initia\

,.
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and ephedrine sulphate), zinc oxide , eucalyptus oil in an emollient
B. Designation: The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories

uase.

Formula: Triolyte (Grove s brand of the combination of benzocaine

and ephedrine sulphate), zinc oxide and eucalyptus oil in an emollient
base.

(C.

2; A.

2; Stip.

3; I.D. ,

p. 827.

4. Partial directions for the use of The Pazo Formula Ointment

and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories are as follows:
The Pazo F01'nula Ointment

Apply Stainless Pazo well up in rectum night and morning and after each
bowel movement. Repeat as often dm' ing the day as may be necessary to maintain comfort. Continue for one week after symptoms subside to help promote

healing. When applicator is used , lubricate applicator first with Pazo. Insert
slowly, then simply press tube.
The PaZQ F01'nula HemO'1Thoid Suppositon:es

Remove foil and insert one Pazo suppository morning, evening and after
each bowel movement * * ::. repeat as often as necessary to maintain comfort.
Continue for one "week after symptoms subside to help promote healing.
2; A.
2; CPF 4; 1.D. , p. 827.
5. Respondent causes the said preparations, The Pazo Formula
Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories, when
sold , to be transported from its places of business located at 8877
Ladue Road , St. Louis , Missouri; 225 Market Avenue , Hillside

(C.

i\ew Jersey; 95 Market Street , Oakland , California; and :1155
Leonis Boulevard , Vernon , California , to purchasers thereof located in various other States of the l'nited States and in the
District of Columbia. Respondent maintains , and at all times
mentioned in the record of this proceeding has maintained , a
course of trade in said preparations in commerce , as " commel'
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act. The volume of
business in such commerce has been and is substantial (C.
3; I.D. ,

p. 827).

6. In the course and conduct of its business ,

disseminated , and caused the dissemination of ,

respondent has

certain advertise-

ments concerning The Pazo Formula Ointn1ent and The Pazo
Formula Suppositories by the United States mails and the various
means in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , inc1uding, but not limited to, advertise-

ments inserted in newspapers, magazines and oiher advertising
media for the purpose of inducing and which were likely to induce

directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations; and has
disseminated , and caused the dissemination of , advertisements
concerning said preparations by various means , inc1udmg, but not
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limited to , the aforesaid media for the purpose of inducing and
which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of
said preparations in commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act (C. 4; A. 4; I.D. , pp. 827- 28).

B. Stipulation Entend Into By Pm' ties
7. The parties hereto entered into a Stipulation , dated
1966 , and filed on July 18 , 1966 , providing as follows:
As a means of providing for the orderly and expeditious di.

July 11

position of this

proceeding, and for the purpose of providing a full record of facts upon

which the Hearing Examiner may base his Initial Decision , it is , solely for
the purposes of this proceeding, hereby stipulated. an(l agreed by and between
the parties to this proceeding as follows:

1. The record of hearings and exhibits in the Matter of Amerir.an Horne
Products Corporation , Docket No. 8641, specifically excepting the Initial

Decision , and also specifically excepting any and all testimony or other evi-

dence denying the presence of a local anesthetic in the formulation, is part of
the record in this proceeding, just as though said :recOld in Docket No. 8641
had been adduced herein, and no further evidence or testimony shall be introduced into the record of this proceeding.

2. The effect of the use of respondent Grove Laboratories ' products , Pazo
Formula Ointment and Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories , is not significantly different from the effect of the use of American Home Products
Corporation s products , Preparation H Ointment and Preparation H Sup-

positories.

3. The Pazo formulae have been changed from the form listed in the complaint by eliminating the ingredients resorcinal monoacetate and camphorated
phenol.

It is further stipulated and agreed by and between the parties to this proceeding that each party specifically reserves the right to submit to the Hearing Examiner proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law together .with
a proposed form of order, And the parties 11€1'eto further reserve any rights
of appeal or other procedural steps set forth in the Federal Trade Commission s Rules of Practice for Adjudicative Proceedings.
C.

Rep1'esentation, Made by Respondent
8. Typical advertisements disseminated as hereinabove men-

tioned contained one headline per advertisement from among the
following:
a) RESEARCH FINDS 1\EW FAST WAY TO SHRINK HEMORRHOIDS WITHOUT SVRGERY
b) WHY BE HL'RT BY HEMORRHOIDS
c) 7 MODERN MEDICATIONS FOR HEMORRHOID RELIEF
No?!) all in
fonnula
d) RELIEVE HEMORRHOID SWELLING AND PAIN , ENJOY LIFE
AGAIN WITH PAZO FORMULA

followed by body copy reading:

, * '"
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Recent research reveals fast new way to shrink hemorrhoid tissues , stop

itchjng

pain and
medications in

XEW ,

one

without surgery. It' s a combination of
all
complete formula: The Fazo Formula.

seven

unly

RELIABLE RELIEF. The Fazo Furmula is the

modern

leading for-

mula with these seven active ingredients to shrink and soothe hemorrhoid
tissues. Research shows this new , superior combination brings symptomatic

relief even to long- time pile sufferers.

CLINICALLY TESTED BY DOCTORS. The Pazo Formula actually
than just shrink hemorrhoids. It also relieves pain and
mOTe

proves to do

mem

itching promptly, fights infection, promoies healing, and lubricates

branes.
A V AILABLE KOW in stainless ointment

and

suppositories ,

the easy to

use form with an exact amount of medication for prompt relief. Ask for

The P AZO Formula.

, 2 A- D; RPF
15; I.D. , pp. 827- 828.
9. Through the use of said advertisements , the respondent has
represented , diTcctly and by implication , that the use of The Pazo
(C. , '15; CX 1

Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories , and each of them , wil:
(a) Shrink hemorrhoids;
(b) Avoid the need for surgery as a treatment for hemorrhoids;
(c) Eliminate all itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;

(d) Relieve all pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
(e) Heal or cure hemorrhoids.
D. Evidence Pe1"tuining to Truthfulness of

10. The following medical experts

CZrLims

MrLde

, all of whom were proe-

tologists , or specialists in diseases affecting the anus , rectum and

lower colon , inc1uding hemorrhoids (A.I-I.P. Tr. 102 , 185- 186 , 248
336, 409- 410, 478 , 536- 537, 601 , 695), testified on the basis of
their experiences in their practiees with the treatment of hemor-

rhoids and on the basis of their general knowledge in the field of
their specialty:

formerly Chief .,f Proctology, Bethesda Naval Hospital and presently President of the Medical
(a)

DT. RichrLTd Hopping:

Board and Chief of Proctologic Services , Saint Barnabas :l1edical
Center , Newark , New ,Jersey; author of a number of articles on
disorders of the anus , rectum and lower colon (A. H.P. CX 28).
formerly Chief of the Rectal Clinic
Dr. Sylvnn Manheim:
(b)
Mount Sinai Hospital , New York , New York and Clinical Professor of Surgery for Rectal Diseases, Xew York Medical College;
presently, Consulting Proctologist , Mount Sinai Hospita1. Author
of the book " Proctolog-y, " published by Oxford University Press
in 1943; co- author of a number of artic1es in the field (A.
CX 29).

(g)
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(c)
DT. W. MaTtin MaTino:
Chief , Department of Surgery, Division of General Surgery, Division of Proctology, The BrooklynCumberland Medical Center (A. P. CX 30).
(d)
DT. Samuel W. EisenbeTg:
Clinical Professor of Proctology,
Temple University :VIedical Center (A. H.P. CX 31).
(e)
. Joseph H. Sa,,,er:
Senior Attending Proctologist , Ein-

stein Medical Center , Philadelphia; instructor in proctology at

Graduate School of Medicine , University of Pennsylvania (A. H.P.
CX 32).
(f)

Chief of Department of Proctol-

DT. Andrew J. McAdams:

ogy, Division of Surgery, Western Pennsylvania Hospital (A.
CX 33).
Dr. Karl Zimmerman:
formerly President of the American
Proctologic Society, author of over 30 articles and papers in the
field (A.
P. CX 34).
(h)
. Charles Eva"s Pope:
Head of the Proctologic Department , St. Francis Hospital , Evanston , Ilinois; author of 30 papers
and articles in the field (A. P. CX 35).
(i)
DT. Durand Smith:
Chief of the Surgical Rectal- Proctoscopy
Clinic at Northwestern University Medical School (A. H.P. CX 37).
11. The fol1owing medical experts testified for respondent with

respect to clinical studies which they had conducted of Preparation H and on the basis of their experiences in their medical practices with Preparation H , other ointments and suppositories and
other methods of treating hemorrhoids:
(a)

Dr. Robert E.

S.

Young:

General surgeon; instructor in

surg-ery at Ohio State University; director of the Institute

Medical Research ,
(b)

Inc.

, of Columbus , Ohio (A.

P. RX 79).

Obstetrician and gynecologist; Fel10w of the
Col1ege of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (A.
P. Tr.

DT. Olin Burt:

American

1514- 1517) .

Specialist in internal medicine and
gastroenterology; Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine at
George Washington Lniversity School of Medicine; formerly a
(c)

Dr. JeTome Epstein:

N ew Drug- offcer " with the Federal Food and
tion (A. H.P. Tr. 1540- 1541; A.
P. RX 80).

Drug Administra-

(d)
Dr. Norman H. Isaacson:
Surgeon , who , according to his
testimony, had a " special interest in Proctology ; Clinical InstJ. uctor at George Washington Lniversity Medical School (A. H.P. Tr.

1653; A.
(e)

P. RX 81),

Dr. Donald RerkO'uitz:

Specialist in gastroenterology; Asso-

ciate Professor of Medicine at Hahnemann Medical Col1ege; attending in Gastroenterology at the Albert Einstein and Sidney

(g)
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Hilman :lledical Centers in Philadelphia; holder of :Vlaster of
Science and Master of Art.s degrees in biochemistry; author of
numerous articles on a variety of medical subjects (A. P. Tr.
1075- 1080;
(f)

A.

P. RX 76).
Proctolog' ist; Director of Depart-

Dr. William Liebe'lnwn:

ment of Proctology, Unity Hospital , Brooklyn

ew York; Fellow

and President Elect of International Academy of Proctology; author of numerous orticles in the field of proctology (A. H.P. Tr.
1219- 1224; A. P. RX 77).
General practitioner , with emphasis on internal medicine and psychosomatic medicine; holder of
Doctorate in Philosophy on Medical Sciences with Ma.ior in
Pharmacology; Clinical Instructor of New York Medical Col1ege
Dr. Harold

S.

Feldman:

and instructor in Psychopharmacology at Seton Hall Medical

School (A.
(h)

D)' .

P. RX 72; A. H.P. Tr. 887- 891).
F1W!. J. Phillips:

General practitioner; associate with

two other general practitioners and a surgeon at Quakertown , Pa.
(A. P. Tr. 835- 843).
(i)

D,' .

Fnderick SlcignU/n:

Specialist in internal medicine and

gastroenterology; Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine at University of llinois Col1ege of Medicine and Professor of Gastro-

enterology of Cook County Grar1uate School of Medicine (A.
RX 71; A. P. Tr. 808- 813).
The fol1owing medical expert testified for respondent on the
basis of his knO\vledgc as a pharmacologist:
Professor of :Medicine and Chairman of
Dr. Arthur GroUman:
the Department of Experimental Medicine at Southwestern Medical School of the University of Texas; author of " Pharmacology
and Therapeutics " (6th Ed. 1965 (A. P. Tr. 1769J), a leading

text , and numerous other books and publications (A.I-I.P. RX 83).
12. Evidenc;€ was submitted by respondent pel' taining

to three

clinical studies, ea ch of which had been conducted at the request
of respondent:
(a) Dr. Robert Young, who ,

assisted by Dr. Olin Burt ,

con-

ducted a clinical study of Preparation H with 127 patients during
1958 and 1959.

Norman Isaacson , who , work,
each
conducted a clinical study of
ing independently of each other
(b) Dr. Jerome Epstein Hnd Dr.

Preparation H with 119 of their hemonhoid patients

during

1961- 62.
(c) Dr. Donald Berkowitz and Dr. William Lieberman who

conducted separate clinical studies during 1963- 64

on 196 patients

" "

" "
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approximately half of whom used " Anusol " an ethical hemorrhoidal preparation , as a control.
These c1inical studies arc described in Findings 13 , 14 and 15.

13. Young- Burt

Study.

Of the 127 patients in the study, 19 were pregnant women who
were treated in whole or in part by Dr. Burt , and the balance

were treated by Dr. Young. Each patient

participating in the

clinical
investigation and that he did not know whether the product would
study was told by Dr. Young or Dr. Burt that it was a

be of value or not. The patients were not told what the product was
although the doctors did know that they were testing Preparation

H (A.

patients were instructed to use the
movement and at night when they
went to bed. They were also instructed not to use any other type
of 111edication or treatment. After the initial visit , the patient was
seen again in three or four days and at intervals thereafter until
P. Tr. 1456). The

merlication after each bO\vel

there \Vas no further need for observation. The report forms ,vere
broken down into various items: " Chief Complaint
Diagnosis
Follmv Up,
Reactions " 01' " Sensitivity " and " Comments. " No
information \vas recorded respeciing the patients ' medical histories , previous medication used , the types of examinations performed or the size or state of the patient' s hemorrhoids.
o control
was used. Of the patients who participated , 13 did not have hemorrhoids but had some other anal or rectal disorder (A. P. RX 5C
51' , 5V , 5Z8 , 5Z10 , 5Z13 , 5Z18 , 5Z28, 5Z31 , 5Z33 , 5Z35 , 5Z57 and
5Z74). The study could not be completed on 13 cases due to failure
to contact or death (A.
5Z36 ,

5237 ,

5Z38 ,

5Z41 ,

P. RX 5L , 5Z12 , 5Z15, 5Z17 , 5Z25 , 5Z32
5Z42 ,

5263 ,

5Z69). Twenty-nine of the

patients were examined by other doctors (A.

P. Tr. 1489).

11. Epstein- Isaacson Studies.

s study involved 33 subjects who were patients in
jJractice. Each patient was told that the doctor was
evaluating some hemorrhoidal preparations which were c0111pJetely
safe , but were not informed as to the name of the drug; he was
Dr. Epstein

his private

put on the doctor s usual , conservative program and was instructed
by the doctor to use the preparation morning, evening, and follow-

ing each bowel movement. The records shmv that each patient
made either two or three visits after the initial examination , usually about a week apart (A. P. RX 6A- 6Z7). "'0 control was
3:3 cases , 1
; 6 did not have hemol'-

used in the study. Dr. Epstein reported that of the

was referred for surgery (A.

P. RX

6N)
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P. RX 6J, 6K , 6L , 6M , 6Z2 , 6Z3) ; 7 were free from

symptoms on the fourth visit (A. H.P. RX 6A , 6C , 6- 0, 6X , 6Z
6Z1 , 6Z5) ; 12 stil1 had symptoms on the fourth visit (A. P. RX
, 6D , 6G , 6H , 61 , 6P , 6Q, 6R , 68 , 6V , 6Z4 , 6Z6); 5 did not
complete the test (A. H.P. RX 6F , 6T , 6U , 6X , 6Z7) ; 2 others
with hemorrhoids did not complete the test since they claimed
P. RX 6E , 6W).
Dr. Isaacson s study consisted of 86 cases. The patient was not
told the name of the ointment or suppositories which he was given
but was advised that the medication was " reported to be pretty
good" (A. P. Tr. 1661). The patient was instructed to apply the
medication morning, evening, and after each bowel movement
(A. P. Tr. 1662) ; Dr. Isaacson also prescribed a diet and bowel
softener (A. H.P. Tr. 1675). The records show that each subject
was treated two to four times following the initial visit , such
visits usually being spaced three to seven days apart (A. H.P. RX
6Z8- RX 6Z93). Ko control was used in the study. Of the 86 cases
P. RX 6Z8 , 6Z10 , 6ZI3 , 6Z18
Dr. Isaacson found that 26 (A.
they were cured (A.

6Z19 , 6Z21 , 6Z23 , 6Z24 , 6Z29 , 6Z35, 6Z41 , 6Z42 , 6Z43 , 6Z45 , 6Z46
6Z49 , 6Z55 , 6Z58, 6Z60 , 6Z62 , 6Z64 , 6Z66 , 6Z69 , 6Z71 , 6Z78

6Z80) required surgery. In addition ,
improvement" in their symptoms (A.

4 patients reported "
P. RX 6Z9 , 6Z16 , 6Z20

6Z28) and 5 others stil had some symptoms at the end of the
study (A.

P. RX 6Z31 , 6Z36 , 6Z37 , 6Z40, 6Z47).

15. Berkow1tz- Liebennan Studies.

Dr. Berkowitz and Dr. Lieberman were requested by rcspondent
and paid a fee of $7 500 each to conduct a test comparing Prepara-

tion H ointments and suppositories \\lith " Anusol " another preparation for hemorrhoids. The study was said to be " double blind
in that the doctors were not told which of the applications were

Preparation H and which were Anusol and the IJatients were not
given any information as to the identity of the items. The products
however , differed in color (A. P. Tr. 1105- 1106). In Dr. Berkowitz s study 54 patients were treated with Preparation H , and 42
treated with Anuso1. In Dr. Lieberman s study 48 were treated
with Preparation Hand 52 were treated with Anuso1. Dr. Berko-

vvitz also prescribed " other therapeutic: measures , such as hygiene
diet , sitz baths, stool softeners " (A. H.P. 1'r. 1107). Dr. Lieberman

told each patient to continue with whatever course of treatment
he had previously been giving himself.
Each of the doctors was requested to observe the patients during
3 visits. In Dr. Berkowitz s study the visits general1y covered a
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14- day period. In Dr. Lieberman s study the span of the study

generally exceeded this period; the total period was in every case
except one less than 30 days , although one case spanned 4 months.
Of the 48 patients in Dr. Lieberman s group who used Preparation H , 9 received surgical treatment (A. H.I'. RX 80 , 8Z75 , 8Z81
8Z95 , 8Z101 , 8Z107 , 8Z123 , 8Z145, 8Z149), and 3 more needed it
but did not receive it (A.
P. RX 8Z66 , 8Z133 , 8Z143), and all
but 5 (A.
P. RX 85, 8Z31 , 8Z35 , 8Z73 and 8Z93) still had some

symptoms at the end of the study.

E. Geneml Medical Facts PeTtaining to Hemorrhoids and Their
Treatment

16. " Hemorrhoids " are masses of dilated weak- walled veins
located underneath the mucous membrane of the lower portions of
the rectum and under the skin on the anal canal and the peri- anal
area (A. H.P. Tr. 193 255 340 413- 414 , 478, 543 , 606 , 709 , 817
838, 867 892) .
17.

The terms " hemorrhoids " and " piles "

(A. H.I'.

Tr. 117 , 193 ,

255 , 340 , 414, 478- 479 ,

are synonymous

543 ,

607 and 709).
18. " Internal hemorrhoids " are hemorrhoids occurring above
the pectinate line and are covered by mucosa. " External hemorhoids " are hemorrhoids occurring below the pectinate line and
are covered by skin (A.
P. Tr . 193 , 199 , 232 , 236 , 255- 257 , 262
342 420 421 486 548 549 608 609 817 838 867 and 892).

19. An " external thrombotic hemorrhoid" is a blood clot under
the surface of the skin located in the immediate vicinity of the
anal opening (A. H.I'. Tr. 117). It is also referred to as an " anal
hematoma " (A. H.I'. Tr. 719) or a " perianal thrombosis " (A.
. 549).
20.
A " prolapse " or " prolapsing hemorrhoid" is an internal
hemorrhoid which , due to laxity of the rectum is enabled to fall
outside the anal canal and protrudes to the surface (A.
P. Tr.
199) .

21. Hemorrhoids develop in a human being largely because of
the fact that he stands in an upright position. In such a position

a column of blood is formed from the splenic

to the superior

hemorrhoidal vein . The hemorrhoidal veins do not have valves to
support the weight of this column of blood. The resulting pressure

causes the hemorrhoidal veins to dilate (A. H.I'.

Tr. 594 , 231).

Hemorrhoids tend to be hereditary (A. H.I'. Tr. 144 , 231). Other
factors leading to the development of hemorrhoids are abnormally

long periods of standing, straining, diffculty with bowel move-
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ment , impacted stool , pregnancy and cirrhosis of the liver (A.
Tr. 231- 232 , 144).

22. The most common symptom of internal hemorrhoids is
bleeding (A.

P. Tr. 256 , 393 , 479). The other principal symptom
of internal hemorrhoids is prolapse (A. P. Tr. 256). Pain rarely

occurs in internal hemorrhoids since the sympathetic nervous

system which services the region above the pectinate line where
located does not contain sensory nerve fibers

hemorrhoids are

(A. H.P. Tr .

266 , 294 , 342- 343). Pain , however ,

may occur in
infrequent cases of severe complicated internal hemorrhoids as
the result of spasm or strangulation caused by prolapse or as the
result of the involvement of

tissues beyond the pectinate line

415 , 631- 632 , 723).
23. The most common symptoms of external hemorrhoids are
pain and swelling (A. H.P. Tr. 256 , 742). Pain in external hemor(A.

P. Tr. 342 ,

rhoids is frequently caused by an external thrombotic hemorrhoid
(A. H.P . Tr. 503). Other causes of pain in external hemorrhoids
are inflammation ,

swelling and u1ceration (A. H.P.

Tr. 174 , 267,

:,58 ,

519). Pain may also result from infection. However , this
cause of pain is a relatively infrequent occurrence since the rectal
and anal area is relatively highly resistant to infection (A.
Tr. 520) and thus infection occurs very rarely as a symptom of
hemorrhoids (A. P. Tr. 31ii).
24. Swelling, as distinguished from the dilation of the hemorrhoidal veins , may be a symptom of hemorrhoids as well as a
possible cause of pain in external hemorrhoids. Swelling usually

resuJts either from a blood clot or thrombosis , which causes distension in the tissue overlying the hemorrhoid , or from edema
which is the accumulation of serous fluid in the interfibrillar spaces
in such tissue (A.

P. Tr. 144 ,

550).

25. Itching is not a common symptom of internal or external
hemorrhoids (A. P. Tr. 129 , 265 , 618- 619 , 7'7). The itching
thought to be caused by hemorrhoids is usuaJly the result of some

other condition such as fungus infection or idiopathic pruritis
(A.

P. Tr. 326 ,

502 , 504 , 347, 618- 619 , 727). The itching- which

is caused by hemorrhoids is usually the result of discharge from a
j)olapsec1 internal hemorrhoid (A. P. Tr. 318, 425 , 618- 619), or
healing of an external hemon-hoid (A. H.P.

Tr. 265 ,

502).

26. The symptoms of hemorrhoids can be confused with other
conditions such as fissure , fistula , peri- anal or peri- rectal

abscess,

hypertrophic papillae , papilitus , cryptitis , polyps, proctitis , u1cerative colitis , pruritis ani and carcinoma (cancer). Any of these
conditions can co- exist

with hemorrhoids and it is not uncommon
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to find such a situation (A. P. Tr. 114- 115, 196- 197 , 205 , 259260 347- 349 , 483- 484 , 545- 546 , 612- 613, 714- 715).
27. The symptoms of hemorrhoids often disappear spontaneously within short periods of time , which may range from several
days to two weeks (A. H.P. Tr. 119 , 264, 324 , 355 , 361 , 424 , 875
1613). However , the underlying pathology, namely, the vascular

dilation , will persist unless corrected and will be subject to recurring episodes of symptoms (A. P. Tr. 016 , 214).
28. Surgical removal is the only means by which hemorrhoids
can be permanently cured (A. P. Tr. 118- 119 , 195 200-202 , 262263 352 422 487, 550 , 554 , 623 , 719- 723, 830). However , surgery

does not effect a complete cure in every case (A. P. Tr. 100).
Surgery may not be advisable or necessary in every casc. Surgery
may be contra- indicated in cases in which the patient' s general
medical condition is such that the danger of anesthesia and surgery

outweigh the possible benefits to be derived (A. H.P.

Tr. 226).

Surgery is also not advisable for a simple , uncomplicated hemorrhoid (A.

P. Tr. 169). Although hemorrhoids may be uncom-

fortable they are rarely a very serious medical problem , so that a
patient , if he chooses to avoid surgery or should avoid it for
medical reasons ,

can go through life without having his hemorrhoids removed (A. P. Tr. 185).
29. The symptoms of simple , uncomplicated, intern3. 1 hemorrhoids of small size can frequently be ameliorated by injectional
therapy. This consists of the injection of a sclerosing solution into

the hemorrhoid itself which causes scar tissue to form which cuts
off the blood vessel feeding the hemorrhoid (A. P. Tr . 145, 200
262- 263 , 353). A further treatment which has been used within
the last several years is the baron ligation method whereby a
hgature of rubber is placed around internal hemorrhoids as another means of cutting off blood circulation to the hemorrhoid
(A. H.P. Tr. 200- 201 , 488).

30. In cases on which surgery, injectional therapy or the baron
ligation method are not used , a so- called I' conscrvative " course
of treatment may be prescribed. The measures used in such a
course of treatment include cleanliness , altering of the diet to
eliminate irritative foodstuffs

, control of the bowels to ensure a

smooth , soft stool , warm baths , witch hazel , boric acid , local
anesthetic , ointments , suppositories , avoidance of standing and
manual reinsertion of prolapse (A. H.P. Tr. 120 202 306 356- 357
684- 686). Ointments and suppositories contain lubricants which

may protect the anal and rectal canal against the passage of hard
dry stoo1. Such lubricants may also serve to relieve dryness and
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soften the skin as well as provide a psychological advantage; many
people derive mental relief from the fact that some sort of treatment is applied (A. H.P. Tr. 203- 204 , 279 , 313 , 355 , 358 , 362- 363,

525 , 555 , 557) .
F. Conclusions Te Effect of Pazo

American Horne Prod' uets

81. In

we reached the follmving con-

clusions with respect to the effect of Preparation H Ointment and
Suppositories on hemorrhoids and its symptoms based on the citations set forth below:

(a) Preparation H will not avoid the need for surgery where it
is indicated, or heal , cure or remove hemorrhoids , or cause hemorrhoids to cease to be a problem (A. H.P. Tr. 25 , 26 , 28 , 29) (A.
F. 31).

(b) Preparation H emlnot reduce the size of hemorrhoidal veins
P. T1' 128- 129 , 173- 174 , 212- 213, 276 , 369- 370, 436- 487,
500 , 563- 564 , 629- 6:00 , 740, 1497 , 1668) (A. H.P. F. 32).

(A.

(c) Preparation H may possibly, through the lubricants which
it contains, temporarily protect inflamed surface areas from the
passage of hard ,

dry stool and thereby have some effect upon

edema or swelling in the tissue overlying hemorrhoids (A. P. Tr.
Tr. 128- 129 , 463 , 684 , 742- 743).
cf.
202 , 1471 , 1570 , 1668. But
However , where swelling is due to thrombosis (A. P. T1' 264),
it will have no beneficial effect (A. H.P. Tr. 503) (A. P. F. :08).
(d) Preparation H may in some cases aHard some temporary

relief against some types of pain associated with hemorrhoids
(A.

P. Tr. 131 ,

207 , 279 , 372- 373, 439- 440 ,

503 ,

566 , 632- 633

744). Through the lubricants which it contains , this medication
may protect inflamed surface areas against the passage of hard,
dry stool and thereby temporarily relieve some pain caused by
ulceration or from edema or swelling resulting from such inflammation (A. P. '11' 174 212- 213 358 , 493 , 525 But cf. '11' 128129 , 463 , 684 , 742- 743). Preparation II can , however , have no
effect upon pain due to thrombosis (A. P. Tr. 2,)5 , 358, 503)
or due to spasm 01' strangulation caused by jJrolapsing internal
hemorrhoids (A. H.P. '11' , 631- 632) (A. P. F. 34).
(e) Through the lubricants which it contains, Preparation H

may possibly relieve dryness and surface irritation and thereby
provide some temporary relief from some types of itching asso-

ciated with hemorrhoids (A. P. '11' 131 , 215 , 279- 280 , 873- 374
439- 440, 503- 504 , 566 , 633- 634 , 741) (A. I.P. F. 35).
(f) Except for the effects set forth in A. H.P. F. 33 , 34 , 35 , as
well as possible psychological effects (see A. P. F. 28), Prepara-
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tion H wiJ not have any beneficial effect in the treatment or relief
of hemorrhoids or any of its symptoms (A. H.P.

Tr. 131 ,

215 , 279

315- 316, 372- 373 , 424 , 439- 410, 503- 504 , 566 , 632- 633, 682- 683
744) (A. P. F. 36).
32. We hereby enter findings with respect to the effect of The
Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid

Suppositories on hemorrhoids and its symptoms and manifesta-

tions identical to the findings with respect to Preparation H set
forth in paragraph 31 hereof (Stip. 2).
CONCLUSIONS RE ALLEGATIO:-S IN COMPLAINT

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of respondent.

2. Thl"ugh the use of the advertisements set forth in paragraph
8 hereof and others similar thereto not specifically set out therein
we conclude that Grove Laboratories , Inc. , now Bristol- lVIyers

Company, has represented and is now representing, directly and
by implication, that the use of The Pazo Formula Ointment and
The Pazo Formula Hemorrhoid Suppositories will:
(a) Shrink hemorrhoids;

treatment for hemorrhoids;
(c) Eliminate all itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;
(d) Relieve all pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
(b) A void the need for surgery as a

(e) HeaJ or cure hemorrhoids.

3. The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Pazo Formula Hemor-

rhoid Suppositories will not:
(a) Shrink hemorrhoids;

as a treatment for hemorrhoids;
(c) Eliminate all itching due to or ascribed to hemorrhoids;
(d) Relieve all pain attributed to or caused by hemorrhoids;
(b) Avoid the need for surgery

(e) Heal or cure hemorrhoids; or
(f) Afford any relief or have any therapeutic

effect upon hemorrhoids 01' upon any of the symptoms or manifestations thereof , in
excess of affording S01118 temporary

relief in some cases
and itching associated with S01l1€ types of hemorrhoids.
4. Therefore ,

of pain

the advertisements referred to in paragraph 8

hereof were and are misleading in material respects and constituted and now constitute " false advertisements " as that tern1 is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act; and the dissemination of said false advertisements constituted , and now constitutes
unfair and deceptive practices in commerce , in violation of Sec-

tions 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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ORDER
1.
It is ordered.
That respondent Bristol- :Vlyers Company, a
corporation , and its offcers , representatives , agents and employees
directly or through any corporate 01' other device , do forthwith
cease and desist fl'01TI disseminating or causing the dissen1ination

of any advertisement by means of the United States mails or by
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal

any means in commerce ,

Trade Commission Act:
A. In
connection w.ih the offering for sale , sale or clistribution
of The Pazo Formula Ointment and The Paw Formula Hemor-

rhoid Suppositories , or any other product offered for sale for the
treatment or relief of hemorrhoids or piles or any of its syn1p-

toms, which:
1. Represents directly or by implication that the use of such

product w i1:
(a) Reduce or shrink hemonhoids or hcmonhoidal tissue or
membranes or reduce or shrink swelling associated with hemor-

rhoids:
(b) Avoid the need for surgery as a treatment for hemorrhoids or hen101Thoirlal

symptoms;

(c) Heal or cure hemorrhoids or promote the healing

or curing

of hcmo Thoids ;

(cl) Afford any relief from pain or itching aUributed io or
excess of affording some temporary
relief in S0111e cases of pain and itching associated with some
caused by hemorrhoids in

types of hemorrhoids; or

(0) Afford any other type of relief 01' have an)' other therall€utic effect upon the condition knmvn as hemorrhoids

or upon

any of the symptoms or manifestations thereof.

2. Contains any reference (a) to any word or words which
implies or imply that said pl"duct wil1 shrink- hemol'hoids or

(b) to any word

01' words which implies or imply

that said

product will provide any relief from pain 01' itching a sociated
with hemorrhoids in excess oJ aiT'ording some temporary relief

in some cases of pain and itching associated \\- ith

some types

of hemorrhoids:
3. Contains any general or

Jlecific refcrcnce to any ingredi-

ent either singly or in combination unless each such ingredient

referred to is cffecti\' e in ihe treatment of relief of hemorrhoids

or any of its symptoms and unless the specific effect thereof is
expressly and truthfully set forth; or
4. l\lakes any statement claiming or implying that said product
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is more effective in the treatment or relief of

hemorrhoids than

other preparations sold for the treatment or relief of hemor-

rhoids.

B. In connection with the offering for sale ,

sale or distribu-

tion of any " drug " within the meaning of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , inc1uding without limitation , any product referred to in Paragraph I (A) hereof , which misrepresents directly
or by implication the effcacy of such drug.
II.
It is fmthel' ordered That respondent do forthwith cease
and desist from disseminating or causing to be disseminated , by

any means ,

for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to in-

duce , directly 01' indirectly, the purchase of respondent s drugs
in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , any advertisement which contains any of the repre-

sentations jJlohibited in Paragraphs I (A) and I (B) hereof.
III. In the event that respondent at any time in the future
markets any preparation for the treatment or relief of llen101'rhoids OJ: any of its symptoms for which it desires to make any
of the representations now prohibited under Paragraph I (A)
of this order , it may petition the Commission for a modification of the order. Such petition shaIl be accompanied by a showing that the representation is not false or misleading within the
meaning of the Federal TI' ade COlnmission Act , and if such has
been the case , that the specific representation has been approved
by the Secretary of the Department of Health , Education and
Welfare under the provisions of the Federal Food , Drug and
Cosmetic Act as it is presently constituted or as it may hereafter be amended.
It is further ordered That respondent shaIl , within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this order , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
fOr111 in which it has complied with this order to cease- and de-

sist.
FINAL ORDER
This matter having been heard by the Commission on appeal

by counsel supporting the complaint from the initial decision of
the hearing examiner ,

anct upon briefs and arg-ument

in sup-

port thereof and in opposition thereto; and

The Commission having rendered its decision and is;3ued its
Opinion herein determining that the appeal should be granted,
that the initial decision of the

examiner should be set m:ide and
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71 F.

issue its Findings of Fact ,

Con-

clusions and Order consistent with said Opinion.
Now therefore , it is hen;by ordered That the initial decision
and proposed order of the hearing examiner be and they hereby
are set aside in their entirety;

A nd it is further ordered That the attached Findings of Fact
Conclusions and Order be and they hereby are entered and is-

sued by the Commission in final disposition of this proceeding.

iATTER OF

IN THE

SURPRISE BRASSIERE CO. , INC. , ET AL.
ORDER , OPI

IONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

SECTION 2 (d) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
1967.
1963- Decision , June
Order requiring a New York City manufacturer of brassieres , girdles and
Docket

8581,.

Cmnplnint ,

June

corselettes to cease discriminating among its customers in the payment of
promotional allowances in violation of Section 2 (d) of the Clayton Act.
COMPLAINT
The Federal Trade Commission ,
the parties respondent

having reason to believe that
named in the caption hereof , and herein-

after more particularly designated and clescribecl , have violated
and are now violating the provisions of subsection (d) of Section
, Title 15, Sec. 13), as amencled by
2 of the Clayton Act (L.
the Robinson- Patman Act , appl'veci June 19, 1936 , hereby issues
its complaint , stating its charges with respect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Surprise Brassiere Co. , Inc., is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and

by virtue of the laws of the State of Xew York with its princiiaclison Avenue
pal offce and place of business located at 102
New York City, Xew York.
Samuel Dosik , an indiviclual , is president of the above corporation and Eugene Newman , an individual , is secretary- treasurer
of the same corporation. These individuals formulate , direci and
control the policies, acts and practices of the above named corporate respondent.

PAH. 2. Respondents are now , and for many years past have
been , engaged in the manufacture , sale and distribution of
women s brassieres , girdles and corselettes \vith an annual gross

